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City Council Rescinds Approval Of Hospital Bylaws
Previous approval of new bylaws for
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
was rescinded on a unaninunous vote of
the Murray Common Council at its
regular meeting Thursday night.
The vote on the issue had been
delayed , from a previous council
meeting by a tabling action and a
second effort to table action on the
recision was attempted last night. Last
night's attempt at tabling the motion
was defeated on a 9-2 vote.

















Councilman Melvin Henley, in his
appeal to table the motion a second
time, said he felt the council would lose
its "overview" of the hospital board if
the proposed bylaws are enacted.
"But I'm going to make a motion to
table this ( motion to rescind the
bylaws) one more time because I feel
that Mr. Garrison, the chairman of the
board, agreed to go back to the board
this time with our complaints," Henley
said. "I think that in the interest of
cooperation that this would be a good
thing to give him time to work out with
his board whatever they agree on
doing.
"And of course," Hen107, added, "if
no action is worked out with the board
then I would have to support Dr. Lowry
to rescind the previous approval ( of the
bylaws)."
The ensuing discussion went, in part,
as follows:
Councilman W. R. Furches: "I don't
see I any) reason to table it again. I
mean I don't particularly object to it
( tabling ) but we've, tabled it for two or
three weeks and we haven't got any
action on it. I think if we go ahead and




The Murray Common Council last
night filled the vacancy created by the
resignation of Buel Stalls, Sr., from the
council by appointing Stalls' son, Buel
Stalls, Jr., to fill the unexpired term.
The younger Stalls was appointed to
the position after being nominated for
the coiricil on a six to five vote over
Billy Batinilnef--.
Following the acceptance of the
•
BUEL E. STALLS, JR.
Appointed to Council
resignation of the senior Stalls, coun-
cilman Howard Koenen nominated
Balentine, a resident of 1700 Miller, for
the Ward A council teat.
In making the nomination, Koeneh
said that traditionally when a vacancy
occurred the council had appointed the
next highest vote-getter in the previous
election who was not elected to the
council. Balentine has shown interest
in the position by filing and cam-
paigning for the office (in the last
election), Koenen said.
Councilman Melvin Henley, who
nominated Stalls for the position, said
that "ordinarily I would vote for Mr.
Baler tine because it has been cur
tradition. . . but in the case of Mr.
Stalls, his resignation was prompted
by medical reasons."
Henley said that he felt in this case
Stalls' son should be allowed to fill out
the unexpired term of his father:










The senior Stalls was forced to resign
from the council due to a heart attack
he suffered in March and subsequent
heart surgery in July from which he is
still recuperating.
In his letter of resignation he said:
"I regret that this action is necessary
but I have no choice. This is not to say
that I am no longer interested in our
city — quite the contrary — I am very
interested! I am just not physically
able to participate in its activities as I
would like to do."
In other action, the council:-- "-
-Accepted the resignation of Linda
Carter as City Court Clerk effective
Oct. 1, 1976. Mrs. Carter has accepted a
position in a local in firm;
—Approved on ffle second reading
ordinance 629' rezoning the Mahan
property on U. S. 641 N. from
residential to commercial use;
—Approved ordinance 630 on the
second reading establishing a 15 m.p.h.
speed limit in the Murray-Calloway
County Park;
—Appointed Greg McKeel to a
vacancy on the Murray Planning
Commission;
—Accepted the resignation of Dr. W.
G. Nash as a member, of the Murray
(See Council, Page 16)
MURRAY STATE RUSH WEEK — Three Murray fre
shmen among about
100 young women on the campus of Murray State 
University this week for
the annual Rush Week for prospective sororit
y pledges enjoy a laugh at
one of the activities. They are (seated from righ
t) Kate Apperson, Leslie Fur-
ches, and Cindy Gould. Also shown are Rachael
 Baar (left) of Murray, senior
president of the sponsoring Panhellenic Counc
il, and Traca Walker (stan-
cling)' of Murray, sohpomore active.
 Fall semester classes at Murray State
begin Sept. 1.
rescind it wr '11 come nearer getting
action on it than we will if we just leave
it hanging up in the air like we might
pass it or might not pass it."
Councilman Dr. C. C. Lowry: "As you
recall, Tuesday afternoon I made the
statement that I believe that unless
some move is taken that you will only
hear about action as far as pay is
concerned. Also, a couple of months or
so ago we asked for a meeting of the
fiscal court to discuss this matter and
we didn't get it. About a month ago we
asked for a meeting with the hospital
board and the fiscal court. You know
what transpired about that. We had a
discussion among ourselves here
.Tuesday afternoon along with Mr.







"So nothing has been accomplished
thus far and I don't really see any need
of this council putting any more on this
thing. I think we need to really take a
stand one way or the other. So for that
reason I agree with Mr. Furches, I see
no need to table this motion."
Councilman Henley: "I make this
(motion to table) with the intent of
trying to bend over backwards. I just
felt like if maybe we bent over back-
wards again and give them a little time
maybe they would come around."
- Councilman H. Ed Chrisman: "Dr.
Henley is certainly right. We do not
need any conflict between our hospitals
apd our cities and our counties... they're
good dedicated men. Anything other




basis is not in order. We can work it
out.. .we haven't done it but it certainly
can be done if everybody has the right
interest at heart."
Councilman Furches: "I don't know
how you can work something out if they
won't meet with you."
Following the vote to rescind ap-
proval of the bylaws, Mayor John E.
Scott was asked to advise the hospital
board of the four major points of con-
troversy the council has with the
proposed bylaws. Those points are:
—the allowing of votes by proxy by
board members;
—the elimination of council and fiscal
court approval of amendments to the
bylaws, except those bylaws dealing
with appointments of board members;
111111 1.'
—the exclusion of a prouri that
would insure a board appomtMent from
a minority race, and;
—the method of pas fur board
members which allows tne board
members to be paid whether or not they
attend the meeting.
Kirby Jennings, for many years
publisher of the Murray Democrat
prior to its ceasing of publication last
year, told the council he was
representing several citizens of the
community and appealed that the
council "retain those strings ( to the
hospital board) that are essential for a
demotratic community."
"That board should not have the
power of changing its bylaws," Jen.
rungs said.
MCDONALDS OPENING—The new McDonald's Restaurant opens t
oday,
with the first customer to enter the doors at ten a.m. Betty and Clyd
e Love




WASHINGTON ( AP) — The goverment index designed to show futures
trends in the economy increased five-tenths of a per cent in July, the 17th
straight month it has pointed upward, the Commerce Department reported
today.
The 17-month gain is the longest since it rose for 20 consecutive months
from December of 1953 through July of 1955.
Known as the composite index of leading indicators, the index has shown
continuing strength even though other government indexes — on prices,
economic growth and employment — have turned sluggish.
It likely will lend support to Ford administration arguments that the
economy still is growing, although it May be growing slower. Some
economists out of government have wondered whether the economy may be
braking to a halt again.
The Commerce Department said the indicators index, which is based on 12
statistical measures of the economy, rose to 109.5 in July. The five-tenths of a
per cent gain was over a revised June index that showed a nine-tenths of 1
per cent increase over May, instead of the three-tenths of 1 per cent gain
reported earlier. ;
The major strength in the July index, the agency said, was in the increase
in building permits, which grew sharpl during the month
Murray School Board
Considers Several Items
The Murray Board of Education
approved a bid from Freed Cotham Co.
__in the amount of $8,888.40 for a fume
exhaust and dust collection system for
the Murray High School Industrial Arts
.1;3iepartment, at its regular meeting last
flight.
In other action, the board approved
revision of the school board policy
manual to delete a paragraph
prohibiting black tuition students from
the city schools. This decision was
made after correspondence with state
officials concerning state and federal
regulations in the matter.
Also approved was a policy sup-
porting career education in the city
school system. The resolution provided
that the board will plan for and support
the development of a program of career
education in the school system.
A review of an audit of the Calloway
County utilities tax was approved by
the board. The audit was done by
Richardson and Trevathan ac-
countants, and showed a .3 per cent
collection cost to the city and county
school boards.
Supt. Fred Schultz reported that
Wells Electric is nearing completion of
the installation of new fire alarm
systems, heat detectors and exit lights,
and that sidewalk and curb projects are
nearing completion at Carter and
Robertson Elementary Schools.
Enrollment is up in the city school
system with the opening of school this
week. Total enrollment Is 1,916, Com-
pared to 1,867 at the end of the first
month of school last year.
411111111
a
Loves also own the McDonald's in Paducah, and moved to Paducah from
Joplin, Mo., five years ago. The interior design at the Murray McDonald's is
the new trend in McDonald's construction, and seats 140 persons.
Staff Photo by David liii
MSU Students Should Pick
Up Packets August 30-31
Students who plan to attend Murray
State University during the fall
semester, whether pre-registered or
not, must report first to the lobby of
Ordway Hall to pick up packets before
beginning the- registration process
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 30-31.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
• ar said students will be advised
of the next step in the registration
procedure when they pick up their
packets in Ordway Hall.
Registration hours will be 8 a. m. to 6
m. on Monday, Aug. 30, to ac-
comodate students registering for night
ClacsPs and 8 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. on
Tuesday, Aug. 31. Juniors, seniors.
graduate students, and new freshmen
who have not registered in advance will
register Aug. 30, while sophomores,
other freshmen, and late registrants
will register Aug. 31.
Gantt emphasized that the procedure
for all students, with one exception,
begins in Ordway Hall. Students who
have not been admitted or readmitted
should first report to the Adnrii.ssions
Office on the first floor of Spark Hall
( Administration Building. '-
Students who have pre-registered will
pick Up a packet in Ordway Hall and be
assigned a time to pay fees in the
ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Union Building. Students who have not
registered in advance will pick up a
packet in Ordway Hall and report to an
adviser for schedule planning and
approval, then return to the student
Sunny and Warm
Partly sunny and warm this afternoon.
Highs in the upper 80s to low 90s. Partly
cloudy with a chance of showers and
thundershowers tonight. Lows in the
upper 60s. Mostly cloudy with a good
chance of thundershowers Saturday.
Highs in the low to mid 80s. Partly
cloudy and cooler Sunday with a slight
chance of a shower.
union building to complete registration
and pay fees.
New freshmen and transfer students
who did not attend a summer orien-
tation session will report to Lovett
Auditorium at 2 p. m. on Sunday, Aug.
29, for orientation. They will meet again
in Lovett Auditorium at 9 a. m. on
Monday, Aug. 30, to be referred for
academic advisemenT.
Evening classes for the fall semester
will begin meeting on Monday, Aug. 30,
while daytime classes are scheduled to





Dr. Rex F. Galloway, Associate
Professor of Management at Murray
State University, is one of eight Ken-
tucky delegates appointed by Governor
Julian M. Carroll to the 69th Annual
Conference on Taxation to be sponsored
by the National Tax Association-Tax
Institute of America in Phoenix,
Arizona, November 14-18.
Made up of ; balance of people from
government, business and education,
the conference is the second largest tax
conference held in the country. The
program has been tclesigned to cover
many aspects of federal, state, and
local taxation and to give delegates an
opportunity to share ideas.
Kentucky's delegation this year in-
cludes representatives of state,
regional universities for the first time.
Galloway, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1969, is the campus
coordinator of the Title I grant to
provide educational assistance to local
governments and has been actively
involved in public service traininc
activities conducted by the College
Business and Public Affairs.
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Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1373
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Excessive spending could
prove disastrous now. Don't
speculate or indulge in ex-
travagant whims, and watch
the budget even when making
minor purchases.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Others are observing, some
following your example. Your
best foot forward! Stress vital
points, but no exaggerating or
cutting corners too close!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You can take giant steps
toward advancement now — if
you have the ambition and
know-how. Don't launch into
uncharted seas, however.
CANCER 0(c)(June 22 to July 23)
Careful exploration of of-
ferings and soundly directed
imagination needed now. Don't
mix business and personal
affairs.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
124gLEO
An original idea could be
;r  4eveloped, eventually turned to
itoptafit. Along these lines, its a
period for pushing your
n4
VIRGO U1L
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A first-rate period for in-
ventiveness and bringing out
dormant talents. Put your
strength behind unusual
projects, but only if they are
truly worthwhile.
• LIBRA r
(Sept_ 24 to Oct. 23)
Don't let your curiosity get
the better of you — especially in
a romantic situation. Too many
questions will only yield evasive
answers.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 72) il /e1V.
A day of mixed influences. Be
careful in your approaches.
Others may read more into your
words and actions than you
intend.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A long-pending domestic
problem can be solved now, so
devote the early part of the day
to this task. Then you can feel
freer to go on.
( 
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1116Y
Some tension indicated. Avoid
highly strung or neurotic




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed influences. You may
encounter acme frustrating
situations during the a.m., but
the tide 'will turn in your favor.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20,) t;
Some new trends in the
making. Study carefully and be
sure to check all propositions
before accepting. Romance and
travel favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
unusual combination of the
practical and the idealistic. You
could excel in &Mice any un-
dertaking of your choosing
because you prepare well for it
and have the persistence and
cleterminiition to see things
through. You have a tremen-
dous sense of responsibility and
are revered by family and
career associates alike for your
dependability and trust-
worthiness. You have a great
love for home and family and
will work unstintingly to
provide the best for them. There
is something of the mystic about
you and this is most readily
evidenced in creative un-
dertakings such as music,
painting, poetry or writing of
any kind. You could succeed in
the business world, but would be
happier in one of the arts or in a
profession. Birthdate of: Sir
Edward Burne-Jones, Eng.
painter; Johann Goethe, Ger.
poet, dramatist.
Mr.
KY. LAKE MUSIC BARN
Hwy. 121, Now Concord, Ky.
- Presents







Music Born Stars — and
Speck,/ Guest —
Wayne Marshall









Admission 53 50 Reserved 54 00





All Doy Singing - with dinner 9n the Ground! Bluogro-.. Music,
Country Music, Square Dancing, Gospel and just a good old
fashioned hond-clopping. foot-stomping, fun time! Also included
n the Admission price — Free Ham 6 Boon Dinner Gate price
$3 501:adults. S I 00 childron. I 00 p. m. till—
Everyone Welcome





IMiss Amanda Adams Is Married '
To Mr. Rockwell In Ceremony
and Mrs. Lawrence Andrew
The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church of Mayfield
was the setting on Saturday
afternoon, July 17, at three
p.m. for the wedding
ceremony uniting in marriage
Miss Amanda Meriwhether
Adams and Lawrence Andrew
Rockwell.
Parents of the couple are
Dr. and Mrs. James H.
Adams, 105 Sunset Drive,
Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar A. Rockwell, Hickory.
The bridal couple attended
Murray State University.
The officiating minister was
Rev. John Huffman, and
nuptial music was presented
by Miss Becky Roberts, of
Strausburg, France, vocalist,
and Miss Anita Prince,
organist. Miss Roberts sang
"There Is Love" and "The
Lord's Prayer". Organ
selections by Miss Prince
included "A Time For Us,"
"The Way We Were," and "Do
You Know Where You Are
Going." The traditional
wedding marches were used
for the processional and the
recessional.
The beauty of the church
sanctuary was accented by
magnolia leaves which
outlined the altar rail, and
spiral candelabra placed at
each side of the altar, holding
white tapers. Centering the
altar was a large floral
arrangement of pastel colors.
Family pews were marked by
white satin bows. A unity
candle was lighted at the
conclusion of the ceremony,
signifying the two becoming
one in ipArriage. 
WITH 16 OZ. COKE •
Coca-Cola sad -Coke
are registered trade-marks which identify






The bride was lovely in a
formal gown of white silk
organza over Venice lace,
poised ever bridal peau de
soie. A decollete neckline was
etched in Venice border lace,
and gossomer Edwardian
sleeves were accented at the
wrists with deep Camelot
cuffs fashioned of the lace. A
necklet of the lace pattern Was
worn at her throat.
The voluminous skirt , of
organza was richly adorned
with Venice lace motifs, and
flowed into a chapel train. The
entire hemline of her gown
was sculptured in the repeated
lace pattern.
Her headdress was a
Camelot crawn2 designed
especially to complement her
gown, to which was attached
an elbow-length tiered antl„
bouffant veil of silk illusion:
The veil was sprinkled at
intervals with motif of late.
She carried a bouquet of
colonial design, featuring
white, yellow, and pink roses,
daisies, fuji mums and statice.
She also carried a small white
Bible, presented to her at birth
by her paternal aunts, the late
Miss Florence and the late
Miss Mary Wyman, and Miss
Emma Wyman.
Miss Suzanne Boyett was
chosen by the bride as her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Maureen Buehler,
of St. Louis, and Mrs. James
Adams, sister-in-law of the
bride.
The attendants wore gowns
identical in design, in pastel
colors. The maid of honor was
gowned in powder blue, Miss
Buehler wore maize, and Mrs.
Adams, mint green. The
dresses were fashioned with
empire halter bodices, with
simple, unadorned a-line,
floor-length skirts. They were
worn with floral organza
, capes.
They wore Southern belle
hats matching their gowns,
and each Carried two long-
stemmed white roses tied with
ribbon g in color of their
gowns.
Danny Kinser served as best
man for Mr. Rockwell.




Lit ot mime you
Mrs. Kathryn Oetisne
Phew, 733 SW/
IN VW InswiltRol• WM"
Jr., of Jackson, Tenn., and
Robert Koonce, Atlanta, Ga.
Candles were lighted by
John Adams, brother of the
bride, and Garry Rockwell,
the groom's brother. James
Adams, Jr., served as usher.
Mrs. Adams chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal
gown of turquoise maracane
covered by a caplet of organza
of matching color accented
with pearls. She wore mat-
ching accessories, and a white
orchid corsage.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Rockwell, was attired in a
deep sky blue gown of crepe
overlaid with lace of matching
hue. The dress featured a lace
jacket of matching blue, and
her corsage was a white or-
chid.
The bride's grandmother,
Mrs. East, selected a shell
pink, knit, with long scarf of
matching fabric. She wore
shell pink accessories, and a
white orchid corsage.
Reception
The bride's parents en-
tertained following the
ceremony with a reception in
Wilson Hall of the church.
The bride's table held a
three-tiered wedding cake and
silver punch bowl. Centering
the table was an arrangement
of multi-colored summer
flowers. Another wedding
cake was made in actual
likeness of the bride and
groom on their wedding day,
and was presented to the
couple by the groom's.sister-
in-law.
Assisting in serving at the
reception were Miss Debbie
McReynolds, of Champaign,
Illinois, Miss Linda Lyles, of
Paducah, and Mrs. Jim
Moore, Mayfield.
Among those who came
from out-of-town for the
wedding were Mrs. Ivan East,
grandmother of the bride, and
Mr. East, of Venice Florida,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Millhouse,
Austin, Texas, Mrs. Bill
Roberts, Tallahassee,
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Collier, Rolla, Missouri, Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Peters, St.
Louis, Missouri, Dr. and Mrs.
Edward Leslie, Prestonburg,
Dr. and Mrs. William Adams,
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Leath and Sara Kathryn, of
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Gholson,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronny Rock-
well, Mrs. Edna Stubblefield,
all bf Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Cummings, Bowling
Green, Mrs. Gertie Farris
Evans and Bill Farris, of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Trotter, Rockford, Illinois,
Mrs. Glenn E. Jones, Norton,
Ohio, and Rev. and Mrs.
William Adams, Fulton.
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was
given by the groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Rockwell,
on Friday night preceding the
wedding, at the Grecian Steak
House in Mayfield.
Wedding bells were hung
throughout the room, and the
tables were decorated with
pink, yellow and white rose-
shaped candle holders in
which were matching pastel
candles.
The centerpiece was a
beautifully-decorated cake,
edged in blue flowers, and
topped with a bride and groom
which was used or. the sixtieth
wedding anniversary cake of
the bridegroom's maternal
grandparents, the late Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas M. Guerin.
rhe statuette was in turn
presented to the honored
couple, with wishes for many
years of happy marriage.
Thirty-three members of the




The Annual Homecoming of
Land-Between-The Lakes will
be held at the Walter Bilbrey
Place ( across from the Buf-
falo Pasture on September 5,
the Sunday before labor Day.
This includes everyone from




Bethlehetn) and all others who
want t come are welcome.
Dinner will be served at
approximately 1:30 p.m. This
will give people time to get out
of church and to the picnic
area in time to eat with others.
Come and renew old
acquaintances, said the
committee: Cozy Futrell,
Grady and Nancy Watson,
Robbie Pettit I Aipa , and
Vernon Bailey.
Tett COMMUNITY
vat,-- •slaw —V110. CALE NDAR,u WOO'
Friday, August 27
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at seven p.m. at the club
grounds.
Friday, August 27
Murray Chapter of NARFE
will meet at the WOW Hall at
9:30 a.m. with Dr. Ray Nall as
speaker.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for in-
formation.
Hardin 'Senior Citizens will
visit shut-ins from ten a.m. to
three p.m.
Saturday, August 28
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
have a family social at the
pavilion by the creek in the
new Murray-Calloway Park at
seven p.m.
Country Music Show will be
Hardin Senior Citizens Center
at eight p.m. Admission will
be 75 cents and $1.50.
Saturday, August 28
Plate lunches at $1.50 plate
with dessert extra will be
served from 5:30 to &30 p.m.
at the Independence United
Methodist Church. The public
is invited.
Saturday, August 28
Farm Tractor Pull, spon-
sored by Calloway FFA, will
start at seven p.m. at
the Calloway County
Fairgrounds. Weigh in will be
from two to six p.m.
Sunday, August 29
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lynn
Biz,zell will be honored on their
golden wedding anniversary
with a reception at their home
on Alrno Route One from two
to four p.m. Their children
will be hosts for the occasion.
Sunday, August 29
Community singing will be
held at the Kirksey Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene
from two to four p. m.
Sunday, August 29
Annual Senior Citizens Day
will be held at St. John's
Baptist Church with dinner at
one p.m. and program to
follow.
HALL GIRL
'Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hall of
Lancaster, California, an-
nounce the birth of a baby girl,
Amy Kays, weighing eight
pounds and 42 ounce,
measuring twenty-two inches
long, born on Thursday,
August 19, at 2:58 a. m.
They have one son, Jeffrey
Alan, age ten. Mr. Hall
teaches and is football coach
at Palmdale, California, High
School. Mrs. Hall has taught in
the Lancaster School System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Hall, Sr., of
Bennington, Vt., and Mr. and




Invasion of Israel," will be
shown at the Murray Church
of the Nazarene'at six p.m.
Monday, August 30
Red Cross Volunteers will
meet in the Conference Room
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at one p.m.
For information call the local







Club will meet at seven 
p.m.
at the Douglas Center.
Monday, August 30
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Shopping for Hardin Senior
Citizens will be from ten a.m.
to three p.m.
Thru Sept. 2
7:25, 9:15 + 2: 30 Sat., Sun
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adults Only Call For Title
Thru WED.
I 7:15, 9:05 -t- 2:30Sat.,Sun 1
*Rock Hudson
*Barbara Carrera in
From Embryo to Woman in 41/2 weeks
The Perfect Creation of Science
THE GLORY, THE SUSPENSE, THE SPECTACULAR DRAMA
OF THE MEN WHO WON THE MOST DECISIVE
NAVAL BATTLE IN OUR HISTORY!
CHARLTON HESTON:aHENRYP*AAVSA,FONDA




BUTCH & THE KID ARE BACK!






Panav,S)on. • Color by DeLu xe.
El 40
Plus: I_NanishingPoint"pc4.
FOOD PRICES WILL SOON BE
TUMBLING DOWN
THE PRICE BUSTER IS
COMING TO YOUR TOWN
•
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Tennis Lineups
Given, Monday
lieleups for Group B of the
Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Monday, August 30, have
been released by Lillie
Johnson, captain, as follows:
Nine a. m. — Teresa Burke,
Sharon Brown, Judy Carroll,
and Bettye Hunter.
Nine a. m. Lillie Johnson,
Kathy Burchfield, Rosemary
Warner, and Lynn Houston.
10:30 a. m. — Georgianna
Moffitt, Delores Hall, Carol




Murrelle Walker was the
medalist for the ladies day
golf held Wednesday, August
25, at the Oaks Country Club.
Middle man was Burlene
Brewer, low putts went to
Carolyn Caldwell, and blind
hole to Nancy Bogard, ac-
cording to Jeannie Morgan,
golf hostess.
Bridge was played with
Agnes Fair as the scheduled
hostess.
At noon a ladies day lun-
cheon was served with
Virginia Jones and Jeannie
Morgan as chairmen of the
hostesses.
The next ladies day will be
Wednesday, September 1,
with Geri Anderson scheduled
as the bridge hostess and Ada
































By Abigail Van Buren
C by Pura., Totowa-1M I TN* Srtil
DEAL( ABBY: After 36 years of marriage I four children
and six grandchildren) my husband, who just turned 60,
went on a six-day business trip and was gone for three
weeks. We didn't know if he was living or dead. My son
finally located him in California, and he couldn't make
heads or tales out of anything my husband said on the
phone, but the jist of it we that he was happily married to
a younger. woman and di-M.1't intend to come home—ever!
My son flew to California and found my husband living
with a woman young enough to be his daughter. It seems
he married her without getting a divorce from me.
The only message he had for me was to send him his
white shoes, summer clothes, golf clubs and gun collection.
I think he's sick.
I spoke to a lawyer and he said, "Sue him for divorce!" I
told him I didn't want a divorce—I wanted my husband
back—and he said I was crazy.
What should I do now?
NOT SLEEPING RACK EAST
DEAR NOT SLEEPING: Consult another lawyer. Your
husband sounds sick, indeed. The entire story of his
desertbn calls fors thorough medical and physical
examination.
DEAR ABBY: My mother is a widow who is very active
with the local senior citizens. The problem is that I never
get to see her. She's either going places, doing things with
her friends or attending a class in some new hobby she's
discovered.
She's so busy I need an "anpointment" to see her, and
then she keeps looking at her watch because she has to be
somewhere in an hour!
I am glad that after raising eight children alone she is
now enjoying herself, but it's gotten to the point where
none of us goes to her house anymore because she's rarely
home.
I have read many letters in your column about children
who don't have time for their older parents, but how about
parents who don't. have time for their children?
MILLIE FROM MELROSE
DEAR MILLIE: If you're not putting me on, you
should get down on your hands and knees, and thank God
you're not shlepping chicken soup to your mother every
day in some rest home.
DEAR ABBY: Everyone I have asked about this looks
at me like I am out of my mind, and then they say, "It's
just not done," so I'm asking you:
I am getting married in a long white gown and veil. I
have always wanted to leave the reception wearing my
gown and veil, and arrive at the hotel in it. Can I do this?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: You can if you want to. *Of
course you'll attract plenty of attention, which is probably
what you have in mind.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. selladdres'sed envelope, please.
cp0 edejtA
b Fhr Murray
I a.dErr /0 nailed
Initiation Held At Meeting Of
Rainbow For Girls Assemi?ly.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday. August 17, at
seven p. m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Deidra Folsom, worthy
advisor, and Twila Coleman,
mother advisor, presided at
the meeting. Marilyn Lasater,
recorder pro-tern, tead the
minutes_
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Lana Lasater.
Members present were
Kathy Black, Greta Tim-
merman, Vickey Weather-
ford, Rhonda Sledd, Deidra
Folsom, Linda Knight, Cindy
Bailey, Donna Smith, Tina
George, Deana Seigler,
Phyllis Coleman, Susan Cates,
and Lana Lasater.





Sybil Lasater, Joe Lasater,
Zane Coleman, and Marilyn
The next meeting will be
Tuesday,September 7.
The Praise Band will be in concert nightly at the
Maranatha Center August 30th through September 2nd at
7-30. Bob Wiener will also be featured as guest speaker.






Baby Girl Walker (mother
Marilyn), 201 S. 3rd. St.,
Murray, Baby Boy Kaufman
(mother Judy i, Rt. 6, Box MB,




Miss Regina Stephens, Rt. 8,
Box 025, Murray, Miss Mary
Jones, Thomas Trailer Park,
Cadiz, Mrs. Mary" Hosford,
1611 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Delma Calhoun, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie
Decker, Rt. 1, Water Valley,
Mrs. Ruth Paschall, 1703
Melrose Dr., Murray, Cecil
Farris, 708 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma Dunn,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Mary
Higgins, Rt. 3, Murrai,"Mrs.
Gloria Johnson and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3, Box 121, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Norma Newton, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Frankie Lax, Rt.
4, Murray, John House, Rt, 1,
Clinton, Mrs. Lucy Rose, 214
S. 12th St., Murray, Robert
Decker, Rt. I, Water Valley,
Baby Boy Wilson expired -
Mother Gina), 301 S. Highland
Park, Paris, Tenn.
PATTERNS AVAILABLE
If you plan to make a
historic costume this year,
check the pattern books. They
carry patterns for men,
women and children, in
designs ranging from plain to
fancy.
Dr. Pauline
The Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Ganuna, an
International Society of
Women Educators, was
represented by Dr. Pauline
Waggener at a state workshop
held in Berea August 14 with
83 members present.
Miss Gertrude Collins, Psi
president, gave an in-
spriational devotion in which
she challenged each person to
use the "twenty-four golden
hours" that God gives each
one wisely.
An inservice training of new
officers and committee
chairmen was held along with
some business. The group
voted to make a second Sara
Rives scholarship aVliilable
this year. For further in-
formation any interested DKG
member in Kentucky may
contact Dr. Waggener who is
Chairman of the state
scholarship committee.
A luncheon was served at
POLLEN FILTERED
Take heart, you hay-fever
suffers. Even though pollen is
being blown through your duct
system, there are better
quality filters that can reduce
the transmittal of common
allergens. The installing
contractor can recommend
some more expensive ones
that will do a better job,
suggests the Better Heating-
Cooling Council. Even better,
have him install hydronic heat
to avoid circulation of pollen
altogether.
Waggener Attends DKG Workshop
Boone Tavern Hotel. During
this time Miss Collins was
honored on her birthday and
for the twenty-six years of
service as state treasurer. A
beautiful Churchill Weaver's
stole was presented to Miss
On Saturday evening
fourteen DKG members at-
tended the historical musical
drama, "Wilderness Road,"
at the Indian Fort Theater
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ON SALE TOMORROW!COME EARLY,'
SUPER SELECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
4We/
te
liOARE THIS QUALITY ANYWHERE AT $2.99 YD
MEXICAN ROPE DYE
BRUSHED DENIM
• 45" wide, Full bolts
• 100% Cotton Denim
• Most Wanted Denim Colors
• New Rope-Dye Faded 1.001s
COMPARE THIS FAMOUS "CONCORD" KETTLE CLOTH AT $2.25 &$2.50 YD.
PRINTED & SOLID KETTLE CLOTH
• Full bolts, 45" wide, Machine Washable
• 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester Kettle Cloth
• Newest Fall Prints & Matching Solids
• Most versatile Sportswear Fabric
• This Low price through Saturday Only!
COMPARE THIS FINE QUALITY AT $2.99 YD.
BRUSHED FLANNEL
• Full bolts, 45 wide,
• Polyester & Rayon Flannel
• Machine Washable, No Ironing
• All the wanted Fall Collor*
luST
'a LIT!
COMPARE FAMOUS "COHAMA" CHALLIS AT $1.99 YD.
PRINTED CHALLIS
• Full bolts, 45 wide
• Machin* Inlay"palaht glean
• New Brushed F•nrsto
• Mimed Fell Prints •
$10
sk• 
iiiii III1 ?ItIVIVIta YALU ABE RIPON
THIS COUPON WORTH NY
00 FABRIC
PURCHASE
No exceptions, this coupon worth Si 00 on any
Fabric Purchase in our store'
WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE OF $5.00 OR MORE
SEPTEMBE 
24 til4liftiffOr CLIP AND SAVE
NO SALE IS COMPLETE AT REMNANT HOUSE UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLFTELY SATISFIED!
le 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
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1,11torials and opinionated artick, on this page are presented for
the purpuse of providing a forum for the free exchange of differintt
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t,piniurt.ted articles are encouraged
editors of this newspaper strong', belte%e that to limit
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"MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a serince for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, sell-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I am 53 years old and I am
drawing Social Security disability. I am
also a veteran of World War II. Can you
tell me if I am eligible for a non-service
connected disability from the Veterans
Administration? - N. B.
Answer: For a veteran to be eligible
for a non-service connected disability
pension, he must have served at least 90
days during the Mexican Border
Period, World War I, World War II, the
Korean conflict or the Vietnam War. He
must have a discharge other than
dishonorable.
A veteran's eligibility for non-service
connected pension is also determined
by his income (Including Social
Security and oper pensions). Although
each case is different, a rough guideline
is that a married veteran and his
spouse must have income under $4,500
per year. A single veteran must have
income under $3,300 per year to qualify
for a pension.
,.To find out how much, if any, of a VA
pension you are eligible to receive,
contact your local VA office.
Heartline: I will turn 72 in October
and I am still working part-time to
supplement my Social Security income.
I have a chance to take a job in the near
future that will pay me more than the
allowed earning amount under Social
Security. Since I will be 72 in October,
can I take this job now and not affect
my Social Security benefits? - W. E.
Answer: If you take the job in Sep-
tember and earn over the allowed
amount for that month, it could affect
your Social Security benefits. If you
wait until the month you are 72, you can
earn as much as you are capable of
earning and not affect your Social
Security benefits at all.
For those people having trouble
understanding the Social Security
program, and those people with many
questions cqpcerning it, Heartline has
now developed "Guide- to Social
Security." This book contains in-
formation about the major benefits
available, when and where to apply,
who is eligible, problem areas of Social
Security and how Heartline can help
you when you have a problem with
Social Security.
For a copy send $2 to Heartline's
"Guide to Social Security," Box 4994,
Des Moines, Iowa 50306. The book has a
money-back guarantee, so if you're not
satisfied, send it back and we will
refund your money. Please allow 30
days for delivery.
Heartline: How badly disabled must I
be to receive Supplemental Security
Income payments? - R. P.
Answer: The physical or mental
condition must be so serious that it
keeps you from doing any kind of
substantial gainful work. It must also
have lasted or be expected to last for a
continuous period of not less than 12




Terrible Irony For Ford
By JOHN CUNN1FF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - If true, what a
terrible irony for President Ford. If
what is true? That businesses are
raising prices in fear of price controls
later.
Such a practice could only hurt Ford,
who is relying for much of his appeal on
his 'economic record, of which a shesp
decline in the rate of inflation is the
keystone.
Almost nobody believes Ford would
use controls, and that's the irony. They
fear Jimmy Carter might do so, if
elected, and those fears are multiplied
by polls that show the Democrat is a
strong contender for Ford's job.
The potential Consequence isn't
difficult to assess: Carter's threat to
Ford becomes magnified as prices rise,
even though the price increases might
be a consequence of Carter's politics
rather than Ford's economics.
The evidence so far is only empirical,
meaning that nobody has come out and
confessed to raising prices because
they fear controls, but that certain
prices are rising a bit ominously, and
maybe oddl_y,
U.S. Steel has raised fa-6es -three
times in the past year and twice since
June, even though some members of
the industry have been quoted as saying
the most recent, to take effect Oct. 1,
isn't justified by demand.
Despite a weak construction industry
and a tendency toward lower prices in
summer, lumber and plywood prices
have' risen sharply. Two-by-fours that
sold for $135 per thousand board feet a
year ago and $145 in June, are now
listed as $175.
Though camouflaged somewhat by
pleasantly stable-food prices, the
Whoelsale Price Index doesn't look
good. Prices of industrial commodities
are turning volatile, and may cause
problems.
After rising an average of only 0.3 per
cent in the first three months, prices of
these basic commodities have almost
doubled -to 0.6 per cent in May, 0.5 per
cent in June, and 0.6 in July -
producing "some concern" in the White
House.
Curiously, as prices rise the
economic advance is turning a bit
sluggish. The annual rate of growth for
the Gross National Product was 9.2 Per
cent in the first quarter, and less than
one-half that in the second.
Consumers apparently have
developed a wait-and-see attitude, and
retail sales as a consequence have been
flat since spring. Some manufactured
goods are building up in inventories
rather than being sold to consumers.
Industrial production rose 0.2 per
cent in July, the smallest gain of the
entire year to date, leaving it still below
the level of almost two years ago, when
the recession was near its worst.
It is very unlikely that President
Ford can do much about nourishing the
economy between now and election
day, other than possibly building up
more enthusiasm among consumers.
Political analysts note that only
presidents have managed to overcome
temporary lulls in the economy near
election time because voters had
confidence in their ability to "get things
moving."
However, Ford probably will have
the added problem of dealing with a
rise in the Wholesale Price Index in the
midst of his campaign, a rise that could
have less to do with economics than
_ with politics. _ _
Bible Thought
David prevailed over the
Philistine with a sling and with
a stone, and smote the
Philistine and slew him. I
Samuel 17:50.
In the hands of a righteous
man small things become great




Something for consideratIon is the
fact that bottlenecks are always at the
top.
A leading pen company got this letter
from i' consumer: "Should I be con-
cerned, My lifetime pen that I bought
from you broke as I was filling out the
warranty."
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger S Tirria$ if
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4 Christmas Eby, New Year's
Day and Thonksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky . 12071
Second Coss Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 12071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers $2 25 per month payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin, Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky . and Paris
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn S 15 00
per yeor By moil to other destinations.
530 00 per year
Member of Associated Preis Ken
rocky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publisher's Association
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CH1LES
Rased on cops righted outlines produced ti the 
Committee CM
the Undomi Seri,, and used M permission
In Mission Together
By H. C. Chiles
I Corinthians 1:10-17
Very frankly, tactfully, and wisely
Paul dealt with a matter concerning
which he had received accurate in-
formation from the household of Chloe,
with reference to the prevailing con-
dition in the church in Corinth. He did
not deal with rumors, but with facts
about which there were not any doubts.
It was sad but true that contentions,
wrangling, strife, divisions, and
schisms were rampant in the church at
Corinth. When these conditions prevail
in any church, Satan is always the
cause of them. He is merely working
through the participants.
Paul was anxious for the members of
the church at Corinth to be united in
their thinking and in their testimony, so
he besought them to eliminate their
unholy divisions. Paul made an ear-
nest, urgent, and touching plea to them,
in the name of Christ through Whom
they had received grace and peace,
appealing for unity of testimony based
upon a common knowledge, ac-
ceptance, and acknowledgement of the
truth. Paul urged them to be united in
their thinking, believing, and speaking.
Christ alone was and is the center of
such unity as that for which Paul was
pleading. Oneness of mind and
judgment equips for effective
testimony and service for Christ.
In the church at Corinth there were
at least four factions or groups who
were divided over preachers. In-
formation concerning the wrangling
and quarreling of these cliques was
widespread and injurious to the ad-
vancement of the cause of Christ. The
Paulites constituted one group. Another
group went into ecstasies over the
oratory of Apollos. Another faction
rallied around Simon Peter. Still
another party refused to follow either of
these men, and loudly professed their
attachment to Christ. It is quite
possible that this fourth group im-
pressed the other factions that they had
something which they did not have, and
were therefore better than the rest. In
his condemnation of their spirit arid
conduct, Paul pointedly reminded the
Paulites by ridiculing the very idea of
their undue exaltation of him. Paul told
the Corinthians that whether it was
hearing or believing the gospel of Christ
all of it must be centered in the Lord
Jesus, and not in any other.
We must ever be on guard against
those who would cause strife and
divisions in a church. Most frecpinntly
divisions in churches center around the
personal likes or dislikes of selfish and
egotistic individuals who crave
recognition and think this is the best
way to acquire it. Such individuals
demonstrate and publicize their
unlikeness to Christ. They also
displease and dishonor Christ and do an
untold damage to the Lord's work.
Knowing that there was not any
saving efficacy in baptism, Paul did not
make the mistake that some have
made, namely, overstating its potency.
Paul set a noble example in
proclaiming the gospel in all its purity
Isn't It The Truth
The season of Political Discontent is
at hand and we now head for the ballot
box decision that will feature the brief
hysteria of the winners, and this
summing up of the losers: "Be grateful.
You might have won." Which is to say,




U.S. Sen. Welter "Doe" Moddlosten (CO
3327 Dirksee Bedding
Washingtee, D. C. 20510
U.S. See. Wendell N. ford (D)
1121 Mame Mem
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rep farrol Rebberd, Jr (Of
423 'Came Neese Office Wilding
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 221-3121 where a U S Capi
tol
operator will connect you with the of.
!icier of your choice
State Level
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and power. We must never minimize
the importance of this glorious gospel
or fail to proclaim it to all who need to
hear it. Concentration on and devotion
t the gospel of Christ will result in
immnitment to the Lord, and will
eliminate disunity in one of His chur-
ches. •
I Corinthians 3:5-9
Paul sought to convince the Corin-
thians that God uses men as in-
struments, but that the real credit for
all accomplishments in the Lord's work
actually belongs to God. Paul said that
he and Apollos were "ministers,"
meaning that they were running
errands for the Lord. As ministers, they
were under divine . authority, going
where the Lord sent them, and doing
what He told them to do. It was their
duty to do the Lord's will, speak His
mind, and declare Ris message.
Christians are highly honored in
being God's fellow workers. God fur-
nishes the soil, the seed, the showers,
and the sunshine, but He expects us to
do the cultivating. He will not do for us
the things which we can do for our-
selves, but He will do everything for us
that we cannot do for ourselves. Suc-
cess is certain when we work with God
for His glory and for the welfare of
others.
Paul also likened Christians to God's
building. As the Builder He owns that
which He builds. The foundation has
already been laid through the love of
God and by the work of Christ. Other
foundation is neither permitted by God
nor needed by man. In building the
superstructure we should use only that
which will be harmonious with the
foundation.
10 Years Ago
Staff Sgt. Frank M. Gibson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Gibson, is ser-
ving with the Air Force at Blytheville,
Ark.
Deaths reported include Hansel Ezell
of Kirksey and Lottis Littleton of
Bradenton, Fla.
• Kathy Cooper will be drum major for
the Murray High School Black and Gold
Marching Band this year. Majorettes
will be Sammy Kay Beaman, Pam
Lassiter, Jane Belote, Marilyn Wilson,
Mary Hopson, and Debbie Brandon.
Mrs. Purdom J. Outland announces
the engagement of her daughter, Alice
Carole, to Wendell Alan Gottman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gottman of
Palmyra, Mg,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell and
daughter, Linda, have returned home
after a vacation in Detroit, Mich., area.
20 Years Ago
A tobacco barn owned by A. F. Doran
burned August 25 destroying about half
of the tobacco crop of Lamar Farmer.
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker who
resigned recently as a member of the
Murray City School Board has been
named as manager of the Murray High
School lunchroom.
Mrs. Lillie Etta Cooper, age 78, died
this morning at her home near Cold-
water.
Bro. Bill Clark Thomas and Bro. M.
M. Hampton are evangelists for revival
meetings this week. Bro. Thomas is at
Poplar Sprig Baptist Church and Bro.
Hampton arWest Fork Baptist Church.
Miss Jean Pat Finney and Elton Lee





t CLERKS' CORNERA column of information supplied by Frances Shea, CallowayCounty Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City Clerk; and Mar-vin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.
More information from the Kentucky
Drivers Manual:
THE EXAMINATION:
Before obtaining an instruction
permit, it will be necessary for you to
pass the following examinations:
physical, mental, vision, highway road
signs, and rules of the road. If you
successfully pass, you may be issued an'.
instruction permit by the Circuit Court
Clerk of the county in which you live.
The permit is good for 60 days from the
date of' issuance. Whsn learning to
drive, you must have a licensed driver
occupying the seat beside you.
You must hold your permit for one
calendar month before attempting the
actual driving test. Practice until you
feel that you can qualify, then return to.
the License Examiner of the county in
which you reside for your test.
When you successfully pass this test,
you will be issued an operator's license.
The license will expire the last day of
your birth-month two years from date
of issuance. Check your license for the
year of expiration.
CHAUFFEUR'S LICENSE
A person who drives a taxicab, trick,
or bus for hire, must obtain a driver's
certificate from his Circuit Court Clerk.
The minimum age is 18. This person
must also have a valid operator's
license in his possession. Your
Chauffeur's license will expire the
same month as the ooerator's license.
WHO MAY NOT HAVE A LICENSE
The law will not permit Circuit Court
Clerks to issue a permit or an
operator's license to:
1. A person who is under 16 years of
age.
2. Anyone whose license has been
taken away ( revoked or suspended)
and has not been reinstated.
3. An insane person.
4. A drunkard or one who has a drug
habit.
5. Anyone found to have a profound
weakness of body or mind.
PURPOSES FOR TESTING DRIVERS
The examination .for a license is to
determine sieverif things:
1. Are you able to read and un-
derstand the road signs used on the
highways?
2. Do you know the rules of safe
driving in Kentucky?
3. Do you see well enough to drive
safely?
4. Have you the skill and experience
to operate an automobile so as not to
endanger human life or cause damage
to property?
5. Have you any physical or mental
handicaps which would make your
driving dangerous?
THE EXAMINATION CONSISTS OF
FOUR MAIN PARTS:
1. The EYE TEST - Will be given by
the use of a stereoscopic device with
which the examiner may determine if
there is an eye deficiency which might
affect the applicant's driving. Vision
will be screened for proper fusion,
depth perception, eye muscle im-
balancement, and acuity. If the ap-
plicant does not meet the vision
requirements, he will be referred to a
reputable eye doctor of his own
choosing. If corrections can be made by
the doctor to improve the applicant's
.vision by lenses, the applicant will be
restricted to corrective lenses. Should
an applicant violate the restriction, the
license is not valid.
2. The ROAD SIGNS TEST.- you will
be shown several common road signs
and asked to tell what they mean. You
should understand all of the road signs
printed in this booklet.
3. The ROAD RULES TEST - you
will be given at least 30 questions on the
rules of the road. These 'are written
questions based on information con-
tained in this booklet.
4. On the DRIVING DEMON-
STRATION - you will be asked to drive
a mile or two and to do things required
in ordinary driving. During the road
test you will not be asked to do anything
that is unlawful. No tricks will be
played on you.
Among the things that are observed
and scored during the road test are:
1. Smooth stop: When told to do so.
2. Backing: the operation of a vehicle
in a reverse motion, a smooth manner,
and straightline.
-- 3. Turn around: to test the' ability of
the driver to steer in close quarters,
and placement of vehicle by backing in
side street or alley and driving out
when it is safe to do so.
4. Stopping-Starting on a hill.
5. Parallel Parking.
6. Approaches to intersections, stop
signs, and traffic lights.




10. Staying in proper lane.
11. Right-of-way: vehicles or
.pedestrian.
When reporting for your driving test
you must be accompanied by a licensed
driver as required by your instruction
permit. ( This does not apply to the
holder of a valid out-of-state license. )
Such person must wait to drive the car
away in case you do not pass, but is not
permitted to remain in the automobile
while the driving demonstration is
being conducted.
-The car you bring for the
examination must be properly
registered. It must be roadworthy and
have all required equipment in good
condition. If registered in Kentucky, it
must have a current vehicle inspection
sticker properly displayed.
If you are disqualified on the road test
you will be expected to practice for at
least one week before returning for a
reexamination.
REMEMBER: Always have your
operator's license with you while
driving. You must show it upon request
to the Circuit Clerk, a justice of the
peace, a peace officer, a member of the
State Police, a field deputy, or in-




Your -license is valid from the date._
issued through the expiration date
shown on it, unless suspended or
revoked. The Department of Tran-
sportation, Division of Driver Licen-
sing, will send you a renewal-reminder
notice advising you when your
operator's license will expire, where to
take the notice, and after what date to
apply. You may renew your license by
applying at the office of the Circuit
Court Clerk before your expiration 
date.
If you lose your license, a temporary-
duplicate license may be obtained by
applying at the office of the Circuit
Court Clerk of the county in which you
reside.
There will be more information in the
Clerk's Corner next week.
Frances W. Shea
Circuit Court Clerk
Janice McClard, Deputy Clerk
Ann Wilson, Deputy Clerk
Leah Workman
Debbie Mason
Experience shows that coron-
ary bypass surgery benefits
about 83 per cent of those per-
sons who have this operation. It
is designed to improve the cir-
culation Of blood to their heart
muscle.
Most of these victims are
troubled with angina pectoris,
which limits their activity and
requires prompt use of medicine
(usually nitroglycerin under
their tongue) to bring relief.
Preliminary studies
(catheriration of the heart and
special X-rays) are done to
tocate the site of obstruction in
their coronary arteries. The
cases which receive the most
certain relief are those which
have one or several narrow
areas
A piece of a vein, usually ob-
tained from the patient's thigh, is
grafted above to the side of the
large artery (aorta), through
which blood leaves the heart for
circulation over the body, below
to the coronary artery beyond
the site of obstruction.
Cases which have a large
series of obstructions along an
entire coronary artery cannot
benefit because of the narmw
lumen in the coronary will not
allow additional blood to reach
the heart muscle. These cases
have to rly totally on the effects
of medicine.
The aortocoronary operation
is now done with greater fre-
quency in the United States than
any other heart surgery. It is
estimated that this procedure is
done on at ieast 50,000 Amen-
ca rs annually.
A report of a study of the
results of bypass surgery in 893
cases was made recently in the
Journal of the American Medi-
cal Aszociation by Alfred !balm,
Ph.d., and associates in the
departments of preventive
medicine and pharmacology,
Medical College of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. The average time
observed after operation was 14
months, and the patients were
divided into two age groups
one above and the other below
55• years of age
The study showed that more
retired men under age 55
returned to work than did the
older patients. A surprising find-
ing was that 30 per cent of all pa-
bents in the sample studied
changed their occupation, but
about the same number
switched to a more physically
demanding job as changed to
one lea demanding. Among the
younger men, a significantly
higher nurnber changed to more
ardimus employment. Overall. 83
per cent of those persons having
bypass surgery returned to gain-
ful employrnert.
The patients' chest pain was
relieved, and they could live
more satisfactorily and comfor-
tably.
Q Mrs C.L. who is in her early
20's and recently married, in-
quires about the chances of her
having a mongoloid baby. Her
mother's last child was a
mongoloid
A. Any mother may give birth
to a baby afflicted with Downs
syndrome (morigoloidism). It oc-
curs about once in 550 births.
Young women are less likely to
have such a misfortune The
Health Department of the State
of New York made-art extensive
study and found that
rnonogolcidisrn varied one in 527
births in mothers 34 years of age,
hut the rate increased to one in
83 for mothers at age 41.
Q Mrs AD wants to know if
the regular thSIP of the Pill will in-
terfere with her general nutri-
tion.
A. The effects of oral con-
traceptives on nutrition are not
completely understood but are
considered by nutritional
authorities as important.
Research evidence is in-
conclusive.
The Pill, 90 far as nutrition is
concerned, is safe, provided the
user eats a varied balanced diet
which includes meat (liver occa-
sionally), fish, and poultry, dairy
products, whole grains., vegeta-
bles, (specially leafy green and





Worship Service 11 00 a. m
Evening Worship 7 30 p. m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
E ven mg Worship '
West Fork
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m.
Sunday Evening 6 00 p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p. m.
Sinking Springs -
Morning Worship 1106a. m
Evening Worship 7:15p.m
Northside
Morning Worship • 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 -00 p. m
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m
Evening Worship 7.30p. m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship 11 .13().V rn.
Evening Worship 630 p. m.
Grace Baptis/
Morning Worship 1045 a m.
Evening Worship 700 p m.
Blood itivor
11:00a m.Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:30 p m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning vVorship 1050a. m.
Evening Worship 6:00o.m
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Elm Grove
Morning Worship 11:00
Evening Worship 7:00p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.






Evening Worship 5 30p.m.
Mount Plorob Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
Worship 11 .00 a .m
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:03 a. m.
Vesper Service 5:00 p. m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 11:00• m.
Evening Services 6 00 P tn•
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. M.
Locust trove
Morning Worship 11:00.. ni.
Evening Worship 7 :03 p. m.
Chestnut Street.Gener a I
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10a. m.
Preaching 11 a. m. & 6 p. m.
Wed. 7p.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worstiip 11 a m
Evening Worship 70 m





AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
k 
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Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School 9 . 4S a. m.
Morning Worship 1045 a. M.
N.Y ^ S Worship 5.15p.m.
Eve ling Worship 6.00p. M.
Weunesday Worship 7.00p.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11 00 a. M.
Evening worship 7.00 P. ns.
Pentecostal
Alms Pheidlits
Morning Worship 11 00 • m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Witted, New Concord
Sunday School 1000a. m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. rn.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 1000 m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7: X P.M.
First Assembly el God
Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship 1100
Sunday Evening 7:00 p. m., Thurs.
ni•• 7:00 p. m.
United. 310 'roan Ave.
Sunday School 10:006. m.
Evening Worship 7:00P. m•
Dewards Chapel




Sunday Worship 1000 a. m. & 7:00 P.m
Tues. & Thurs. 700p. m.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:43 a.m., 7 P.M.
'Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m., 4:3013-
m. Saturday MOss 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave and 17th St • Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11.00 a. m. T.seitImOtly
meeting second Wednesday I p. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. I.
Worship Services 11 a. rn., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 1:1S
Worship Hour 10:30a. m.
ImmanDel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Service 9:30 a. m.
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Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship 10:30 a. m•
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10:456.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 4:00p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 . OU p m.
Seventh • Poplar .
Worship Sery lc* 10:10 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 10: 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Pleasant Valley
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 : lie p.m.
Priondship
Sunday Schooi 1000 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00
AM. Worship 10 : 50
PM. Worship 600
M id • Wook 7:00
Coldwater
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Kirksoy Church of Christ
Sunday School 1003 a.m.
Morning Worship 1050 a.m.











Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasaiit Growl




Worship Services 11 a.m.. 7 p.m.
Mount Pleasant
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School • : 30 a.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m.
Worship
Paiestine United
Worship Service 11 a m.. 1st Sun
day, 10 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 a m., 2nd &
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9 30 • m
Sunday School 10 30 a. m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 11 00am
Sunday School 10 CC a m
independence United
Sunday School 10 00a m.
Morning Worship 11.004i.m.
Kirltsey United
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Morning Worship Ii bOa m







Worship Service 11 00 a_rn let &
2nd Sunday 10 00 6.m 3rd 1 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a.m let & 2nd
Sunday, 11 -00 a.m. 3rd Si 4th Sun. 
Jay
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10 00 a.m.
Sunday School 11 00 a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 8 45 & 10 50 a.m.
Russel; Chapel United








Worship Service 9 15 a rn.
Colip's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 CO a.m.
lst & 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.m.
1St & 3rd I. 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 1000 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Suncloy School 11.00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10.00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymors Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 43 a.m
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 9 30 a.m.
Evening 7.00p m.
ind Ith Sunday 11 00 a.m.
No evening Worship
Bethel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11 00 a.m. ;
2nd & 4th Sunday 93011.m.
Evening 600 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship' 11 00 •4111.---
Evening 7:03 p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 9.45 a.m.
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
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"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Ow Deitkiein M mil et MMewSandwiches
Sycamore et 12th Cia in Driers 
753-7101
-
Stokes Tractor A Implement Co.
mASSEY•FiEstiuSON SALES AND sairviCa




401 Olive - 753-5312 Open Evenings te 7:00
S. 12th Mornay, By. - 753.7114
- Complete
frame Ind Aroprosot-
-Complete Tisneep A Upon Service-
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Your Uni-Royat Tire Dealer
110S Peva 1'1 Bina I ef 5 
17tii PIMPS 753-142/
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five Points 153-7,02
The Christian Book Center
Wayne 1 CatligiFerrin - Owners
-- Bible s . Records -Music- Saes -
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Air Coodtheiring-Neeting (Dieurierciol Refrigeration
Tubers Body Shop, Inc.
"Gs) 10 Church Similar-
Kenlake Marina
JAN. WILIMAJIHA011t
fli NOUSE TWAT RENTALS *
Ky. Lake State Part Pt. 474 314%SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE




"IllOWLit40 AT ITS •WIEST"
1415 Mole Street 
~se 753-7302
iqb Murray Upholstery Shop
, Modernize your lurniture with new
upholstery
, ., A Complete Car Uphoktery Center
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House
West Ky.- Rural Telephone
P. i. Rohs, General illeastyrr
( --- Shirley's Florist IL
Garden Center
CoontiesServing Gram', Callowny, Marehdl, Carbide
in Ity wW henry. Ca., Tenn,
753-4351 or 247-4350
Nouse Plants Landsca tlind,.._-TE, 
Flowers Sec all Occasions
SOO •4 4111 753 3211 713 glee




South 12th St .•Murray
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
elightst Cash Prices tor Cern, Wheat A Soybeans




403 Maple Pisan 753.1713
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.Ise' sosioessoswe's Choke ter nee Prink's' r
,07 4 ..% 0.•-•., 
,ii II,
If God is your partner,
make your plans large
Ewing Tire Service
Tear Complete rye Service Center















Col and Mrs Thomas lir own-Osentirs
Pho011 434 3345 and 4169376
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews -. your Host
thrRe Daily, Moor • 
now.
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
S410 Rea Se. 12% a Story Chtstnell St.
753-3231 7534655 753-1215
Lassiter Auto Soles
Werth 1 2tk St. 753-2221
it, 
Juanita's Flowers, Inc. Hendon's Service Station
In 4,"WHEN Veto POI E D F LOW E R S-
.,,I,̀..,elatekirt . 
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are rennin specials
in., So., 5....illare Steak Special
Ole. 1201 tel. 641 - Call in Onion te 
T53-4419
47.'1 . 41eb A OM 917 Cosnwator Rd. 753-31100
SlyestWe WM1 e  Phone FS? MI
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"1...., Os, tee Ditler lets lags Mew
it
. Wok Mg'
VW Se. 13111R. 
753.1914
Central Shopping ROSES ' 753 7175
Cent*.
tilermy's Mist Complete De pertinent Were
A
James tl Clopton On
Freed Cotham Co. Inc.
Al CsedirtwortSbee•
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.




Serving' Farm Family*, Since 1931
I isderstriel Rd 753 79741
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Dan Sikes Takes One-Stroke
Lead In American Golf Classic
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
Amiable Dan Sikes has turned
his putter into a lethal
weapon. . • t. .
. The 45-year-old veteran of
, the golfing wars gave further
. indication Thursday his
"revamped" putting stroke
has given him new life by
pumping out a six-under-par
66 for a one-stroke lead after
the first round of the $200,000
American Golf Classic.
Sikes toured the 7,105-yard
North course at Firestone
Country Club in a scintillating
33-33, stroking in six birdies
along the way.
That placed him one stroke
ahead of Don Iverson, Mike
McCullough, Fuzzy Zoeller,
EdSneed and Bobby Wadkins.
Six others were right behind at
68, including Jim Colbert, who
won the last American Golf
Classic in 1974.
In all, 43 golfers finished
under par on the lesser known
of the two Firestone courses.
The South course has gained
fame in many major tour-
naments as 'The Monster,"
but this is the first regular
ror
event for the slightly
ter and wetter North
urse .
., Sikes avoided the 53 acres of
Peter awaiting off-line shots
,It!
4
and, by the luck of the draw,
began play after sometimes
heavy rain and ground fog
disappeared. He also
mastered the wet, undulating
greens.
"My tour really started
about the time of the Kemper
Open at Charlotte ( in mid-
June)," Sikes noted after
explaining that a severe case
of flu and then a pulled muscle
forced him out of much early
competition.
"I used the time at home to
revamp my putting style," the
stocky non-practicing at-
torney explained. "I had what
is called a long putting stroke,
which gets tougher to work
with as you get older.
"I changed that to a short
compact stroke where you hit
the ball quickly and keep it on
line," he added. "Before that,
I was consistently hitting the
ball to the left of the hole.
"The change has made a
world of difference in my
putting and it's made me feel
like playing golf again," Sikes
said with a wide smile.
Sikes currently stands 90th
on the PGA money list for the
year with $18,797. First prize
in this tournament is $40,000.
Zoeller, Sneed and Iverson,
although longshots, are
familiar names to followers of























brother of tour veteran Lanny
Wadkins, and McCullough are
the longest of the longahots
among the first day leaders.
McCullough, in fact, was not
added to the tournament's
invitatiosial field until
Tuesday night, coming in as
an alternate when Larry
Ziegler opted out.
McCullough and Sneed both
exploded into the pack of
frontrunners with incoming
32s, four under par. Those
were the best scores of the day
on the back nine.
Also among those under par
were Masters champion Ray
Floyd at 69, U.S. and Canadian
Open titlist Jerry Pate and
PGA winner Dave Stockton at
70 and Arnold Palmer at 71.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Ohio State University has
revised its regulations for
public television stations that
want to broadcast the school's
football games on a delayed
basis after a controversy
erupted over public service
announcements.
The university, through its
station WOSU-TV, offered the
state's educational television
outlets the opportunity to
broadcast six home games of
the Buckeyes the evening of
the game. During the telecast,
the school plans to place
promotional announcements
for the university that ths
other outlets were required to
carry.
Public television stations in
Cleveland and Dayton ob-
jected to the promotional
announcements.
With the first game only
about two weeks away, I do
not propose to allow dif-
ferences of opinion on what
should appear on educational
television to stand in the way
of making these football
telecasts available to OSU
alumni and other football fans






It's good for your health
Winter. Bawling Leagues will start
First week in September.
REMEMBER GET YOUR LEAGUES TOGETHER EARLY
ORDER THOSE SHIRTS EARLY!
The following is a list
of the League Meetings.
This year for the first time were offering.
Sunday Night Mixed Couples Aug. 12, 8.00 p.m.
Monday night Men's Aug. 30, 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday night Women's Aug. 24, 7:00 p.m.
Aug. 26, 7:00 p.m.Thursday Couples'
Friday Morning_Women's Aug. 27, MOO e.m.
ice There will be a FREE Nursery
001' Friday Morning for the members
of Fri. Morning League Only
Bantam, Junior 8. Senior Leagues
t.v

















Three Top Schools Open Seasons
As High School Football Begins
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Three of the top schools in a
preseason Associated Press
poll, open their seasons
tonight, and two of the coaches
say they're not sure they're
ready.
Paducah Tilghman hosts
Butler High of Huntsville,
Ala., and Tilghman Coach
Dan Haley says he's "not sure
if that's good or not.
"The reality of a ball game
being Friday night has really
descended on us," Haley said
in a telephone interview
Thursday. "Suddenly it's
here."
Tilghman was ranked first
among state Class MAAA
schools in the preseason poll.
Middlesboro, the No.1 Class
AA school, hosts Harlan, and
Harrodsburg, first in Class A,
hosts Campbellsville.
Haley said he and his staff
have been checking out
powerful Huntsville Butler.
-We've exchanged game
films from last year and
talked with some people in
Alabama on the telephone,"
he said. "We're told that if we
want to play one of the better
teams in Alabama we sure
picked the right one.
"They were reading us their
offensive line, with weight
figures like 243, 215 and so
on," he said. "We're not a
very big team, though we
don't have any teeny-tinys."
Doug Town, a 205-pounder,
and Kerry Bass, 228 pounds.
are the only starting offensive
linemen returning from last
year's Tilghman team; the
rest are less experienced and
lighter — all under the 200-
pound mark.
"We returned a number of
skilled positions — Robert
Renaud at quarterback,
Kenny Anderson and Tony
Clark at running back, Stanley
Young at flanker and Robert
Young at tight end," Haley
said.
"But then there's the old
cliche: 'With no blocking, all
backs look the same.' We're
just hoping these young, raw
offensive and defensive
linemen will be able to grow.
up and play," Haley said.
He and his staff have spent
many a sultry August day
trying to whip the line into
shape. "We've had so many
days when it's 90 degrees and
90 per cent humidity while
we're trying to get ourselves
ready to play," he said.
"There are so many things
these younger players lack
from a fundamental stand-
-Sports
In Brief
point that we've been trying to
force-feed them," he said.
The players don't seem
upset about starting the
season tonight and starting it
against Huntsville Butler.
"The team feels a whole lot
better about it than the
coaches do," Haley said.
He said the Tilghman team
will be strengthened this year 
by an up-and-coming
sophomore, Richard
Abraham, who will start at
defensive tackle Friday night.
"Of course you never know
how a sophomore will do," the
coach said, "but he's one to
watch. He has the physique of
a classic athlete. He's merely
15'z years old and he's 6-foot-3
and weighs 230," Haley said.
-He's fast and he's
agressive," Haley added. "He
could fit in in slot of places."
Middlesboro, the top Class
AA school in the preseason
poll, also has line problems.
-We lost a lot of fine young
men from last year's team,"
Coach Tom Stapleton said.
-Scotty Gordon, our
returning offensive tackle,
dislocated his elbow in
practice. He may be out for
the whole season,- he said.
"That leaves us with a whole
offensive line that's never
played with the exception of
our tight end, Joey Bowling."
Stapleton said running
backs Denny Gilbert and
Chris Hickman "have been
1,oiting real good, doing a real
good job." But he wouldn't
make any predictions about
the outcome of Middlesboro's
opener against Harlan, a
Class A school.
"I think Harlan has
probably got the best team
they've had in seven or eight
years," he said. "They've got
real good speed."
Middlesboro will play
Cumberland next weekend in
its first Class AA game.
Harrodsburg Coach Alvis
Johnson said his opening
opponent, Campbellsville,
"looks pretty quick and they
throw the ball pretty well. I
feel like we'll have our hands
full trying to contain them4;",




rallied from a set down to
defeat Jiri Hrebec of
Czechoslovakia 2-6, 6-2, 6-3 in a-
third rou-d match at the 49th
U.S. Pro tennis championship.
SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. —
Transsexual Renee Richards
survived her toughest
challenge thus far at the
Tennis Week Open by beating
Karen Harter 6-4, 7-6 to move
into the semifinals of the
tournament.
PHILADELPHIA -- The
United States team advanced
to the quarter-final round of
the Federation Cup as Billie




Unseedg Janice Metcalf of
Los Angeles upset second-
seeded Cynthia Doerner of
Australia 6-0, 6-2 to advance to




AKRON, Ohio — Dan Sikes
fired a six-under-par 66 to take
a one-stroke lead over five
players after the opening
round of the $200,000
American Golf Classic
GENERAL
RIO DE JANEIRO —
Twenty-two-year-old Bra-
zilian soccer star Geraldo
Dias died of a heart attack 30




Mo4t U.S. Olympic swimmers
participate in the AAU senior
swimming program, supported
by Phillips Petroleum Co. It
has allocated more than $1.2
million for these swimmers,
covering two four-year agree-
ments.
He also echoed the ap-
prehensions of the Tilghman
coach. "We're sort of
progressing rather slowly. We
don't feel like we're quite
ready to open," Johnson said.
The coach said he lost five of
.last year's starters, but
retained standout defensive
back Henry Parks and
defensive linebacker Venus
Meaux and is optimistic that
junior Nicky Yeast, s'..,trting at
fullback, and sophomore Chip
Combs, starting at tackle, will
perform well.
Johnson said he told his
players not to let their
preseasoi: l ranking go to
their heads.
"I told our kik. Pis are
fine. They're good fOr-the fans
to read. But you can't believe
them until the season is over
and you've beaten everybody.
Then you can say you're
number one."
The top-ranked Jefferson
County Class AAAA team,
Trinity, opens its season
Saturday, hosting Valley. The
top State AAA team, Fort
Thomas Highlands, visits
Dayton for a Sept. 3 opener.
Other top tParos opening
tonight include Bowling
Green, No. 2 in Class AAAA,
visiting Todd County;
Franklin-Simpson, No. 2 in
Class AAA, hosting Union
County; Scott Co., No. 2 in
Class AA, hosting Carroll
County, and Heath, No. 2 in
Class A, visiting Mayfield.
Forgotten Man
OMAHA, Neb. ( AP —Iowa
Oaks outfielder Nyls Nyman,
who said he sometimea feels
like a forgotten man in the
Chicago White Sox
organization, drove in one run,
scored another and was
named most valuable player
of the American Association
All-Star Game Thursday night
as the All-Stars defeated the
St. Louis Cardinals 3-1.
In the third inning, Nyman
tripled home Oklahoma City's
Torn Buskey and scored the
go-ahead run on a sacrifice flyi
by Denver's Tony Scott.
Nyman was a regular
outfielder for the White Sox
last year but was shipped to
the Oaks last June.
"I was up at the first of the
year and played four games,"
Nyman said. "Then I was
benched and sent down late int
June. I'd like to stay in
Chicago but I'd like a better •
shot."
THE PRICE BUSTER IS






NON $1000 WORTH OF
OPTIONS FOR ONLY $200. -
On the limited edition Audi, you get air conditioning,
automatic.tpansmissions cruise control, wheel covers.
A total Of $1,000 worth of options-far only$200.-
But that's not all you get. The limited ing system there is.D
ual diagonal
edition Audi isn't a stripped down car. In brakes, wh
ere in case one circuit fails,
addition to the special options, it's the other still
 operates. And indepen- ,
loaded with standard features you might dentiront susp
ension, for additional sta-
have to pay extra for on some other cars bility and a
 smoother ride. -
Like power steering. Power brakes. Fuel So visit your loc
al Audi dealer soon and
injection. Electric rear. window defogger. --test drive the
 limited edition Audi IDOLS.
Tinted glass. And steel-belted radials. But hurry 
- -
And, of course, &Audis give you the -You'd be amazed
 at how fast a luxury
excellent performance and handling car loaded with so
 many options can
characteristics of precision German
engineering.
Like front-wheel drive, for
greater tracking and corner-
ing Pack-and-pinion
steering, the most
direct type of steer-
,
AUDI


















































Phillies Take Ninth Win In
Last 12 Games; Defeat Reds
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Three Reds led off base as
50,000 people cheered in the
12th inning. Tony Perez strode
to the plate and Philadelphia's
Tug McGraw stared in from
the mound, pondering which
of his numerous theories
would get him out of trouble.
McGraw first called on his
"problem and solution
theory," considering the
situation and that only a
perfect pitch would produce
the proper solution.
."Some would say my
problem was Perez," said
McGraw, who said the op-
pisite. -But any time you
think of the hitter as a
problem, tin, oh — the ball
cnmes down in the parking lot.
"You've just got to think of
the hitter as the answer to
your solution."
While all this thinking was
going on, Perez was waiting
for a pitch. He would wait
longer, for McGraw hadn't
quite finished his discussion
with himself. The "frozen
snowball theory" was next up.
"Scientists have predicted.
that 50 billion years from now,
the sun will burn out and the
earth will orbit like a frozen
snowball," explained
McGraw. "When that day
comes, who will care if Perez
Ma grand slam off me?"
It doesn't much matter, for
Perez managed only a frozen
snowball to center fielder
Garry Maddox. The threat
was no longer, and McGraw
had proven there is no need to
talk to baseballs to win when
you have so much company
out there on the pitcher's
mound.
The next inning, Maddox hit
a double to score Jay John-
stone from first base and give
the Phillies a 5-4 triumph over
the Reds — Philadelphia's
seventh conquest of Cincinnati
in the last nine encounters. It
was .the Phillies' ninth
triumph in their last 12 and the
Reds' eighth loss in the last 12.
In the other NL game
Thursday, the Houston Astros
topped the Chicago Cubs, 5-3.
In the only American League
game, the Kansas City Royals




"At least we're making
them take longer," added
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
Anderson.
But none of the PhiIs
seemed Much impressed by
the fact that Philadelphia has
beaten the defending World
Champs more times than any
other National League team
this year.
"It doesn't mean anything
until the playoffs," said
Johnstone.
Johnny Bench's two-run
homer in the eighth inning and
Dan Driessen's game-tyer in
the ninth wiped out a 4-1
Phillies lead built on a two-run
shot by Greg Luzinski during a
three-run sixth.
Astros 5, Cubs 3
J.R. Richard hit his first
home run of the season and
survived homers by Rick
Monday and Bill Madlock to
pitch a six-hitter and lift the
Astros past the Cubs. Jose
Cruz also homered for
Houston.
Royals 7, Red Sox
Kansas City's Hal McRae
tied the game with a two-out,
three-run homer in the ninth,
then Jim Wohlford's single




The women of the Oaks
Country Club held their Club
Championship last weekend at
the club. •
Betty Sheppard fired a first
round 82 to take the lead. The
second day on Sunday she shot
a 91 to capture the 1976 club
championship.





Mary A. Smith 91-89--180
First Flight
Carita Lamb 95-90-185








This quality underwear is styled for comfort
 and good fit.
Because the fabric is 100% cotton, its 
wonderfully
absorbent and perfectly washable. Where there'
s elastic,
It's made to stand up under lots bf wearings
 and
washings. Fruit of the Loom ... they keep m
aking it
bettor—not expensive.
TEE SHIRTS Sizes 2-16 KNIT BRIEFS Sizes 2-16
AVAILABLE FOR MEN


















Connors, Borg Win Intensity To Be Provided By
In U.S. Pro Tennis Pride In Steelers-Dallas Game
By The Associated Press
Jimmy Connors and Bjorn
Borg, one-two in the rankings
at the U.S. Pro Tennis
championships, continued to
win Thursday. It was difficult
as one-two-three.
Both the top-seeded Connors
and second-seeded Borg —
winner of the event the last
two years in a row — were
extended to three sets before
advancing to the quarter-
finals of the $125,000 tourney
at Brookline, Mass. Connors
had rallied past unseeded Jiri
Hrebec of Czechoslovakia 2-6,
6-2, 6-3, then Borg squelched
15th-ranked Ross Case of
Australia 6-0, 5-7, 6-3.
"I've said it a thousand
times and I'll say it again:
everybody's good these days
and if you beat somebody 2-1;
you're lucky to win 2-1,"
Connors insisted. Connors'
"luck" has been strong in
recent weeks: he's won his
last three tournaments.
Borg lost just seven points in
breezing through an 18-minute
first set.
Also entering the quarter-
finals at the Longwood Cricket
Club were fifth-ranked
Adriano Panatta of Italy, who
topped Australia's Mark
Edmonson, 6-2, 6-3, and sixth-
seeded Raul Ramirez of
Mexico, who bested Patricio
Cornejo 6-4 in the first set
before the Chilean was forced
to retire with a pulled leg
muscle.
At the Tennis Week Open in
South Orange, N.J., Dr. Renee
Richards continued to
struggle onward in the
women's half of the tour-
nament. The 42-year-old
transsexual eye surgeon from
Newport Beach, Calif., bested
29-year-old Kathy Harter of
Seal Beach, Calif., 6-4, 7-6 in a
mistake-filled match to reach
the semifinals.
flie Nastase of Romania, top
.seeded in the men's portion of
the event, scored a rain-
delayed 7-6, 6-3 victory ove^'
fourth seed Vijay Armitraj in
Baseball Standings
Baseball At A Glance
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Mkt 83 42 .664 —
Pitts 68 57 .544 15
New York 64 62 .508 19%
St. Louis 55 66 .455 26
Chicago 57 71 445 27%
Montreal 41 79 342 39%
West
Cincinnati 80 48 .625 —
Los Ang 71 55 .563 8
San Diego 62 67 .481 18,1
Houston 62 68 .477 19
Atlanta 58 70 .453 n
San Fran 56 72 438 24
Thursday's Results
Houston 5, Chicago 3




Atlanta (Morton 4-9) at Chi-
cago (Bonham 7-10)
Los Angeles (Sutton 15-9) at
New York (Koosman 16-7), (n)
San Francisco (Montefusco
13-10) at Pittsburgh (Fteuss 11-
7), (n)
Philadelphia ( Underwood 9-3)
at Cincinnati (Norman 11-4),
(n)
St. Louis (Rasmussen 5-9) at
Houston (McLaughlin 1-2), (n)
Montreal (Fryman 10-8) at
San Diego (Jones 19-9), (n)
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles at New York
Philadelphia at Cincinnati
Atlanta at Chicago
St. Louis at Houston
San Francisco at Pittsburgh,
(n)
Montreal at San Diego, (n)
Sunday's Games
San Francisco at Pittsburgh
Los Angeles at New York
Philadelphia at Cincinnati
Atlanta at Chicago
St Louis at Houston
Montreal at San Diego
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 75 48 .610 —
Baltimore 64 60 .516 11%
Cleveland 62 63 498 14
Detroit 60 65 .480 16
Boston 59 66 .472 17
Milwitee 56 65 .483 18
West
Kan City 77 49 611
Oakland 68 58 .540 9
Minnesota 62 65 488 15%
Texas 58 68 480 19
California 55 72 433 22%
Chicago 55 72 433 22%
Thariday's Result
Kansas City 7, BostoS 8, 15
moving on to the semis.
Dr. Richards, who will face
Lea Antonopolis of Glendora,
Calif., on Saturday, discussed
, the continuous pressure she
has faced since entering the
evenl. 'gil lose, they'll just say I
was a flash in the pan and not
worth all the fuss. If I win,
they'll say, 'She has this
tremendous advantage; we
were right in the first place.'
Either way, I come ottt of this
a loser in that sense," she
said.
In Federation Cup play at
Philadelphia, the United
States team advanced to the
quarterfinals when Rosie
Casals and Billie Jean King
recorded victories over their
Yugoslavian opponents.
ICEMEN INVITED
NEW YORK (AP) — Team
USA will have 32 players in
camp at Brown University in
Providence, R.I., in preparation
for the Canada Cup hockey
series in September. Other
teams in the tourney will be the
Soviet Union, Sweden, Canada,
Finland and Czechoslovakia.
Twenty of the players are
from the National Hockey
League, the other 12 from the
World Hockey Association.
Opening game finds Canada
meeting Finland in Ottawa
Sept. 2. The U.S. team plays
Sweden at Toronto in the sec-
ond game Sept. 3. Only two of
the tourney games will be
played in the United States.
They are set for Philadelphia
Sept. 7 r U.S. vs. the Czechs)
and 9 U.S. VS. Russia.)....
By BRUCE LOWiTT
AP Sports Writer •
Call it Super Bowl X'.
It doesn't mean anything,
standings-wise or money-
wise, but Saturday night's
nationally-televised ( ABC, 9
p.m., EDT) game between the
Pittsburgh Steelers and
Dallas Cowboys will no doubt
be played with all the the
intensity of Super Bowl X,
when the Steelers beat the
Cowboys 21-17.
The intensity will be
provided by pride — and some
long memories.
The Steelers are determined
to prove that last weekend's
17-0 loss to the New York
Giants ( their first loss in five
exhibitions and their first
shutout loss in 49 games) was
a fluke.
And the Cowboys will be out
to prove that their 1-3
preseason record, including-a
36-16 romp over Detroit, and
their championship setback
last Jan. 18 in Miami, were
flukes, too.
After that Super Bowl loss, a
few of the Cowboys were
heard to mutter about how the
Steelers had gotten away with
some cheap shots on the field,
that penalties which should
have been called weren't.
"That was the general
view," Dallas Coach Tom
Landry said of the Cowboys'
-cheap-shot" feelings as their
rematch approached. "It was
an unusual game." But Pit-
tsburgh linebacker Andy
Russell responded: "We're
not a cheap-shot team. You
don't win that way. You win
with good techniques, and the
best techniques aren't cheap
shots."
In Saturday night's other
National Football League
exhibitions it's Buffalo at Los
Angeles, Miami at Houston,
Washington at the New York
Jets, Baltimore at Atlanta,
Chicago at Tampa Bay,
Denver at St. Louis, Detroit at
Kansas City, the Giants at
Green Bay, Philadelphia at
Minnesota and Cincinnati at
New Orleans. On Sunday it's
Oakland at San Francisco
(national television, CBS, 3:30
p.m., EDT) and San Diego at
Seattle; and on Monday night,
New England is at Cleveland.
The Rams, Dolphins and
surprising 49ers are the only
NFL teams with unblemished
exhibitions records, each at 4-
0.
In Buffalo, the Rams are
facing the only team which
knocked them off ( 31-24 )
during the 1975 preseason
schedule. The Bills' 1-3 record
would seem to be unim-
pressive, along with the fact
that they've gone winless in a
dozen games ( nine in the
regular season) on the West
Cosst in the past decade. But
they're coming off a 374
walloping of Green Bay, two of
the touchdowns on Gary
Marangi-to-Bob Chandler
Passes. Last time out the
4 Rams beat Oakland 23-.4 with
John Cappelletti running for
one touchdown and catching
one of James Harris' two
scoring strikes.
Miami doesn't have safety
Jake Scott in the defensive
secondary anymore — but
with the offense it's been
displaying, so what? The
Dolphins have run up a
league-high 98 points. That's
well over three touchdowns a
game. Bob Griese's passes
accounted for three of their
touchdowns in a 28-21 victory
over Tampa Bay last week.
$71.2 MILLION SALES
NEW YORK ( AP) — Busi-
ness was good at the 66th Na-
tional Boat Show held in the
New York Coliseum. Total
sales were estimated at $71.2
million Sales of boats were
more than $54





LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A





Kansas City (Bird 114) at
Boston (Jenkins 11-11), (n)
Texas (Perry 12-10) at Balti-
more (Palmer 17-11), (n)
Iitlinnesota (Goltz 10-12) at
Cleveland (Brown 7-0), (n)
Chicago (Kravec 0-1) at Mil-
waukee (Slaton 13-10), (n)
New York (Hunter 14-12) at
California (Tanana 14-9), (n)
Detroit (Ruhle 7-9) at Oak-
land (Abbott 2-3), (n)
Saturday's Games
Kansas City at Boston
Detroit at Oakland
Texas at Baltimore, (n)
Minnesota at Cleveland, (n)
Chicago at Milwaukee, (n)
New York at California, (n)
Sunday's Games




New York at California
Detroit at Oakland
Urgent Traded
SEATTLE (AP) — Rookie
wide receiver Steve Largent
has been traded from the
Houston Oilers to the Seattle
Seahawks in exchange for a




Largent was a fourth-round
draft choice of the Oilers from
Tulsa University. He led the
nation the past two years in
touchdown catches with 14
each season. In three years at
Tulsa, Largent caught 136
passes for 2,385 yards arid 32
touchdowns.
Pats Reach Limit
SMITHFIELD, R.I. (AP) —
The New England Patriots
reached their roster limit
Thursday by transferring
defensive lineman Arthur
Moore to the pre-season
inactive list.
Moore missed the 1975
National Football League
season with a knee injury, and
was stricken with pneumonia
and a viral infection this year
He has made only 10 practices
this season and played in only
one of the Patriot's four
preseason games
r*VoestRWS2f.**25*-2525V.,V2§VtR§n962R5t6tutM
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*8 colors to choose from






All colors, small and large, cane,
grass cloth and crystal.









Top of Ow lino boovtthdly
styled. Silk and pleated












MAR-KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUTLET STORE
from the Post Office—Paris, Tenn. 
Open 10 a.m. til 5 p.as.
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BALANCE SHEET
Electric Plant Board Of The City Of Murray, Kentucky
June 30, 1976
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
FIXED ASSETS
Electric Plant
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets at Depreciated Cost
Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustment-
Less Amortization
Total Fixed Assets - Net
CURRENT AND ACCRUED ASSETS
Temporary Cash Investments
Certificates of Deposit
Cash for General Use
Electric Fund









Total Current and Accrued Assets
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
CURRENT LIABILITIES









































On May 13, 1942, the City of Murray entered into an agreement
 to purchase
from the Tennessee Valley Authority for a base price of $255,
400.00 the elec-
tric distribution properties serving the City of Murray, wh
ich the Authority
acquired from the Kentucky-Tennessee light and Powe
r Company. The
properties were conveyed and the city assumed control ov
er the operations
of the system on June 10, 1942. The total net value of the
 assets acquired, less
liabilities assumed, amounted to $250,164.03. The balanc
e of $67,000.00 due
the city by the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Com
pany, as evidenced
by a 4% lien note, was applied against the purchase price, an
d the remaining
funds necessary to finance the purchase and to furnish add
itional working
capital were obtained from an issue of Electric Light and Po
wer Revenue Bon-
ds in the total principal amount of $200,000.00.
On June 15, 1942, the Murray City Council by ordinance crea
ted the Electric
Plant Board to operate the electric distribution system under 
the provision of
Section 96.550 to 96.00, inclusive, Kentucky Revised Statu
es. The Electric
Plant Board, having been appointed, entered into an agreeme
nt with the
Tennessee Valley Authority, whereby its requirements for e
lectrical energy
are.furnished by the _Tennessee Valley Authority under their
 standard power
contract.
The Electric Plant Board, consisting of five members, holds titl
e to all
property and has general supervision and control of the plant
. The sales
agreement and power contract require that all revenues der
ived from the
operations of the Electric System be kept separately and apart f
rom any other
funds of the city, and prescribe in detail the disposition to be mad
e of such
revenues. The accounts are kept in accordance with classifica
tions and
methods recommended by the Tennessee Valley Authority 
and are con-
sistent with those prescribed by the Federal Power Commission.
The present Board Members are:
William M. Boyd, Chairman




Nat Ryan Hughes, Secretary and Legal Counsel
Superintendent: W. M. Barker
Assistant Superintendent Luther Nance
STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC
KY
FOR THE YEARINDED JUNE 30, 1976
OPERATING REVENUES
Sale of Electric Energy:
Residental
1,560,572.07
Small Lighting and Power
422,598.93
Large Lighting and Power
1,436,025.59










































Taxes - Social Security
13,125.41
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSE 183,165.0
4
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS 3,457,590.67
OPERATING INCOME
46,115.99
OTHER INCOME - DEDUCTIONS*
Interest on Short-Term Investments
31,250.00
Loss on Sale of Plant
49,972.82'
Miscellaneous Deductions - Donations
1,115.00"
19,837.82*
NET INCOME BEFORE DEBT EXPENSE
26,278.17
DEBT EXPENSE




Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky
Gentlemen:
We have examined The balante shetIt of the Electric
 Plant Board of the City
of Murray, Kentucky as of June- 30, 1976, an
d the related statements of in-
come and retained earnings and changes in
 financial position for the fiscal
year then ended. Our examination was made in
 accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards, and accordingly i
ncluded such tests of. the ac-
counting records and such other auditing pr
ocedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial 
statements present fairly the
financial position of the Electric Plant Board of the Ci
ty of Murray, Kentucky at
June 30, 1976 and the results of its operations for th
e fiscal year then ended,
In conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Respectifully submitted,
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Striking Muhlenberg Teachers
Ready For Showdown With Board
POWDERLY, Ky. t AP ) — Striking
Muhlenberg County teachers, buoyed
with support from other unions in the
county, were ready for a showdown
today with the county school board over
a threat to fire those who continued the
walkout.
Despite threats from the school
board, the teachers said Thursday that
they would remain on strike until the
board agrees to negotiate a contract
with them.
More than 100 teachers in the
Muhlenberg County Education
Association defied the return-to-work
order Thursday. Choosing instead of
shore up their ranks with moral support
from other unions.
Presidents of seven union locals
urged their members to keep their
children out of school as a show of
support for teachers. The union of-
ficials, representing five United Mine
Workers locals, the Teamsters and a
machinists union, met Thursday night
with teachers and also contributed $420
to help defray legal expensesinvolved
in the protest.
Hearing Set On Order Sending
Letcher Teachers Back To Work-
WHITESBURG, Ky. AP) — A
hearing is scheduled today on a court
order requiring Letcher Comity
teachers' to end their -picketing and
return to work.
About 60 teachers remained on strike
Thursday, despite the order issued
Wednesday by Letcher Circuit Judge F.
Byrd Hogg, a Kentucky Education
Association official said.
However, about 40 persons who
participated in the strike on Wednesday
returned to work Thursday, officials
said.
Meanwhile, Jane Charrnoli, the KEA
official, said she assumes the Letcher
County Teachers Association is
planning a counter suit against the
court ruling obtained by the county
school board.
The LCTO has said it called the strike
because the school board has, for the
first time in six years, refused to
negotiate a contract.
Supt. Kendall Boggs, saying he ex-
pects the situation to return to normal
soon, said that classes were held in all
17 of the system's schools Thursday.
Luther Ford, president of UMW Local
8790, said , that he was concerned about
teachers' picket lines.
•'Don't send your children across
these picket lines," he said, invoking
the long.-standing UMW tradition of
honoring another striking union's
picket lines.
One of those union members to whom
Ford's appeal was aimed was Lucky
Kirby, president of the school board but
also a member of a UMW local in
Muhlenberg County.
The dispute in this western Kentucky
county began when 204 teachers formed
the MCEA last May as a teacher's
bargaining agent. But the school board
has steadfastly refused to recognize the
group.
In the wake of the board order that
teachers work or be fired, the teachers'
association "voted to continue the
strike and have reaffirmed their
willingness to meet with the board of
education at any time," according to
Sue Rickard of the MCEA.
Mrs. Rickard said that the MCEA's
attorney has officially protested the
board's decision to fire teachers,
although that threat has apparently had
little effect on the strikers.
"The teachers are not planrung on
returning," she said. "They are
planning on staying out. We are very
strong on staying out."
Only One!!!
There are a number of pontoon boats on the market, many
claiming to be about as good as the Harris Flote-Bote. We consider it as a
compliment, that the rest of the industry acknowledges Harris Flote-Bote as
the quaky, prestige pontoon boat, and most often attempt to copy it in




If you have never taken a ride on one—we most cordially invite you out to
Panorama Shores for a most interesting no-obligation ride and drive on the
beautiful waters on Ky. lake.
We are the exclusive dealer in this area for this fine family boat and we sin-
cerely hope that we may have the opportunity to welcome you to the
fabulous world of pleasure of owning a Harris Flote-Bote.
Cruise, ski, camp out or just spend a lazy, leisure day loafing in the luxurious
comfort. Its all yours for a very small amount of your recreation dollar.
See Don McClure or Grayson McClure
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Ky. Lake
Take 94 East out (a Murray tor 2 miles. Turn rigid on 280. follOw 2N0 for 7 miles
past Bonner's Grocers. lake b1,44kIfip iiito Panorama to first slop sign. turn right
then left and sou have arrived
Telephone 436-5483
If no answer phone 753-4837
WAt MART DISCOUNT CITN • AL-m' 7COUNT CIrt • W1- • W UN I
DAILY 52;e:c2:1,
OPEN 9 to 9
Hiway 641 South,
Sundays 1-6
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
101141011,1 OVIUMNOID •11100011.1.1111611irt — •wwww• On. Own wOwnOwl •••• own ...wan, I Ow
now _Wow._ woo. aker•••11 Won o ••••••10• In. —.10•1~ wow • O. Om& OP MOI.R.
•wwW•wdbboo• b• •4•Owwd • Ow wil• Woo whoop. •••••bi• WI rya • fork. ow. w • omowobb .•••••••••
nos, IMAM 110VAPOOON00011•11,104/161101 Cos Ina away bawd Se Wow lborlb••• Slot
Daytime Pampers
30 count reg 1.971.77
  Wal Mart 60 ct Daytime
Wt1 MART Disposable Diapers
or 48 ct Nighttime
reg 333
. • . • . ••• •
• . • . • • •




























To make eating simple,
start with the basics:
one all beef patty; one
fresh bun. Hamburger .30,
Cheeseburger .38, Double Hamburger .65,
Double Hamburger w/Cheese .75
Coffee
Always hot, always delicious.
Coffee .20 + .30
•
French Fries
With sandwiches, alone or
with friends. They're
lightweight, portable and
come in two delicious sizes.
Regular .30, Large .45
Triple Thick Shakes
Vanilla, chocolate, straw-
berry or our special flavor
of the month. Super sippers
that feel good all the way
down. .40 Milk without
the shake .20
4P
Filet 0' Fish Sandwich 8
Yo ho ho. A tasty morsel
that'll please your palate,
me' hearty. .55
® Egg McMuffin
Here's how we treat a good
egg: We grill it in butter,
cover it with cheese and
Canadian bacon, and
serve it on a toasted,
buttered English muffin. So
good; so inexpensive .80
Beeakfast, lunch,dinner, "We do it. al I for you!"
••
4
Hours: Monday thru Thursday: 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight
Sunday: 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight





SLIGHTLY HIGHER IF BREAKFAST
IS INCLUDED.
TM
Quarter Pounder, with or without cheese.
Sink your chompers into something big. One quarter
pound of 100% beef, chunks of onion, catsup and
mustard. Quarter Pounder .65, with cheese .80
Pre-coo,ited weight '4 pound
Big Mac 
TM





Orange, root beer ,Sugar-free ®
7-Up, and your basic Coca-
eCola. Bubbly, icy and they




pie, hot cherry pie and
cool cookies from
e M c Do nal dland . Mother
never made nothin' like
• this. Pies .25
Cookies .20 •
2 scrambled eggs, sausage,
English muffin and jelly 99
2 hotcakes, sausage, butter and syrup 90









Breakfast served 6:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Monday thru Saturday
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Seattle Uses Precaution
As legionaires Meet
SEATTLE (AP) — They
poked into air conditioners
and tested the water, even the
ice cubes. Emergency
analysis labs were set up for
24-your-a-day availability and
an "early warning detection
system" was instituted by
local hospitals.
Because of the spectre of
• •legionnaires' disease," city
health officials and police
worked 'round the clock this
week while 25,000 persons
attended the American Legion
national convention in Seattle.
Since the baffling disease
broke out after a state Legion
convention in Philadelphia
last month, 28 persons have
died and more than 150 others
have been hospitalized with
pneumonia-like symptoms.
All of the victims had links
to the Philadelphia convention





and epidemiologists were on
hand for the Seattle meeting.
And because of the
possibility, however slim, that
sabatoge was involved in the
Philadelphia deaths, Secret
Service officials said "extra
precautions" were taken for
convention appearances by
Democratic presidential
candidate Jimmy Carter and
Republican vice presidential
nominee Sen. Bob Dole.
Agent Elmer W. Moore
declined to specify what
special steps were taken, and
local police said only that
"health officers and food and
drug people" were involved.
There were no serious
illnesses during the con-
vention here, which ended
Thursday. But many of the 300
Pennsylvania delegates, in-
cluding some victims of
"legionnaires' disearse," said
there were a few awkward
moments for them in
elevators or restaurants.
Pennsylvania adjutant
Edward R. Hoak said he
"sensed some apprehension
early on in the convention




Pa., who spent five days in the
hospital with the mystery
UK Receives Grant
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) --
The University of Kentucky
has received a $110,000 grant
from the National Cancer
Institute to establish a
program linking nine district
cancer councils in a 71-county
area of central and eastern
Kentucky.
The "inreach" program is
.designed "to enhance existing
Icancer programs and initiate
:new projects without
;duplication of efforts" in the
area.
illness, said, "There was a lot
of kidding, like, 'don't come
near me,' jokes, but then they
( other delegates) would shake
your hand."
Health Department Chief
Lawrence Berger said theie
wasn't as much pressure from
city officials and business
leaders to step up health
checks as there was from the
public.
"We had plenty of calls from
the public asking us why we
weren't preventing the Legion
from, coming to town," he
said. "We spent a lot of time
assuring them there was
nothing to be afraid of, not to
panic."
Gordon Says State Law Curtailing Funds For. Busing Not Valid
By MAN'U EL SCHIFFRIES
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?) —
U.S. District Court Judge
James F. Gordon continues to
reinforce his reputation as the
nemesis of antibusing forces
here and in surrounding
Jefferson County.
Gordon, whose 1975 school
desegregation order requiring
the busing of thousands of
pupils earned him much en-
mity from residents of this
Ohio River community, has
again come down on the side
of busing.
He has declared un-
constitutional a state law that
would have undermined his
edict by sharply curtailing the
use of state funds for tran-
sporting public school pupils.
A state legislature, Gordon
ruled, "cannot cripple a
federal court's desegregation
order by enacting subtly
drafted legislation which on
its face appears constitutional
but which in practice has the
effect of eliminating tran-
sportation costs" which the
county would otherwise
receive.
'If the court permitted such
a result, our desegregation
order would soon deteriorate
into a' mere piece of paper
which political forces under
the presures of current public
opinion could render inef-
fective," Gordon added.
The Kentucky law, ap-
proved last March, prohibited
the use of state funds to pay
Ford And Running Mate Mulling
Over Mrs. Dole's FTC Position
VAIL, Colo. (AP) —
President Ford and running
mate Bob Dole are mulling
over whether Dole's wife
should resign as a Federal
Trade Commissioner to allow
her to actively campaign for
the Republican ticket.
A campaign official said the
future plans of Elizabeth Dole
would be "the first item on the
agenda" at today's private
talks between Ford and her
husband, the Kansas senator.
The Doles arrived here
Thursday night withik,
minutes of Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller and
former Treasury Secretary
John B. Connally. The three
men joined the President and
campaign strategists for a
working dinner and planned
more talks today.
Mrs. Dole, a specialist in
consumer economics, was
appointed to the FTC by
former President Richard M.
Nixon. Ford's advisers have
decided that legally she would
have to quit the post if she
were to undertake a full
campaign schedule.
Ford expects to enlist
Rockefeller and Connally as
active campaiggsers. He also
remains hopeful that Ronald
Reagan, his defeated rival,
will speak out for the Ford-
Dole ticket.
The White House press
office said Thursday that
Richard B. Cheney, Ford's
chief of staff, and Stuart
Spencer, the campaign's
political director, soorrevill go
to the West Coast to meet with
Reagan partisans as well as
supporters of the President.
The statemeat said Cheney
and Spencer had "no current
plans" to meet personally
with Reagan. However, It was
understood they want to
confer with the former
California governor if he is




campaign role as liaison
between the White House and
the President Ford Com-
mittee. Nessen said Cheney
spends far more than 40 hours
a week on official government
business and can properly
devote extra time to political
chores.
Ford completed naming the
top hierarchy of his campaign
committee Thursday. He said
Royston Hughes will be
treasurer as well as deputy
chairman for administration.
He also announced that Mrs.
Ely Peterson had withdrawn a
threat to resign as deputy
chairman for voter groups.
Spokesmen said Mrs.
Peterson had talked of quit-
ting for family reasons — not
because of disaffection.
The -President played 18
holes of golf in a charity
tournament Thursday, and
planned to compete again
Toll Road Proposed
To Owensboro Area
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A southern Indiana in-
dustrialist has proposed that a
180-mile toll road be built from
Lafayette, Ind., to Owensboro,
Ky.
A. Wayne Place of Jasper,
Ind., said the road would help
expand the economy of
southern Indiana and would
link educational centers at
Lafayette, Greencastle and
Bloomington:
Place will officially present




The dual lane highway also
would include a new toll
bridge over the Ohio River. It
would begin at 1-65 in
Lafayette and conclude at the




(AP) — A stone-throwing mob of blacks
confronted police briefly in Seweto
today, but the big ghetto south of
Johannesburg was reported
"reasonably quiet" after-three days of
battle in which at least 35 blacks were
killed. Police said the mob.was quickly
dispersed. "The war is over," said a
leader of the Zulu tribesmen who had
been on a rampage since Tuesday.
Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, the national
leader of the tribe, arrived in Johan-
nesburg, apparently to meet with
Soweto Zulus. Deputy Police Com-
missioner D. J. Kriel said police gunfire
killed 14 blacks in Soviet() since the start
of a three-day mass work boycott last
Monday, and 21 more were killed in
fighting between Zulu migratory
workers and permanent black
residents.
THE HAGUE, The Netherlands ( AP)
— Government leaders and Queen
Juliana stood together today to protect
the Dutch monarchy from the disgrace
of her husband's involvement in the
Lockheed scandal. Highly placed
sources said the queen endorsed the
government's decision to force Prince
Bernhard, her 65-year-old consort, into
retirement. Official spokesmen said
none of the five parties in Premier Joop
den Uyi's left-center coalition gover-
nment wanted the queen to abdicate.
The premier told parliament and the
Dutch people Thursday that Bernhard
was resigning from all public and
private offices because of the report of
an investigation into allegations that
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. paid him $1.1
million to influence the Dutch armed
forces to buy its aircraft..
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — North
Kos4a and the United Nations Com-
mand agreed today to convene the joint
armistice ;ommission on Saturday for
another exchange over the killing of
two U.S. Army officers by North
Korean guards, the U.N. Command
said. The meeting was set for 5 p.m. (4
a.m. EDT) Saturday at Panmunjom,
the truce village where the slaying took
place. The U.N. Command had
requested it for today but agreed to the
one-day delay asked by North Korea.
Allied officials said the two sides would
discuss the Aug. 18 incident and
measures to prevent similar disputes in
the future. Tension appeared to have
relaxed in Korea following conciliatory
statements by both sides at a Pan-
munjom meeting Wednesday. But
armies remained on alert along both
sides of the 151-mile demilitarized zone
dividing Korea.
WASHINGTON (A?) — Health
problems that may be linked to Soviet
inicrowave bombardment are believed
to be a factor in the reported decision to
reassign Walter J. Stoessel Jr., U.S.
ambassador in Moscow. Sources said
Stoessel, a 56-year-old career diplomat
'WM has served in the Soviet capital
intermittently since 1947, is to become
ambassador to West Germany. He
would succeed Ambassador Martin J.
Hillenbrand, who is retiring.
Spokesmen for the White House and the
State Depatetrnent, following their
regular prac`ices, declined comment
on the impending changes before they
are officially announced. The State
Department has denied Stoessel
developed medical problems related to
the Soviet microwave beams that have
been aimed at the embassy to jam U.S.
listening devices on its roof.
today.
Mrs. Ford was reported by
her press secretary to be
suffering a flareup of chronic
osteoarthritis that causes pain
in her neck and artns. Mrs.
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for transporting pupils beyond
schools nearest their homes.
The act provided exceptions
for handicapped and
vocational school pupils and
for situations in which pupils
could not attend nearby
schools because of lack of
space.
Jefferson County officials
have estimated that the law
Would have cost the county
school system about $1 million
for the 1975-76 school year.
The county school board was
the plaintiff in the case.
Gov. Julian Carroll, an
active supporter of the
legislation, said he is. disap-
pointed with Gordon's
decision but not surprised.
Carroll said he will continue
his efforts to get the federal
government to pick up the tab
for desegregation.
"I'm really not going to give
up on this question of when the
federal government thrusts
something on us, they should
pay for the consequences of
their own action," Carroll
said.
"We cannot support this
forced busing which is tearing
our community apart, which
is tearing our education
system apart," he added.
The governor said he is not
certain whether Gordon'f
ruling will be appealed, but he
noted that a suit dealing with
the question of federal
financing of busing is pending
before the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
That suit, filed by the state
of Kentucky, asks the courts to
force the federal government
to pay for desegregation. It
has been dismissed by Gor-
don.
Like Carroll, state Rep
Archie Homilies, 1)-Louisville,
sponsor of the measure
Gordon invalidated, said he
had expected the judge's
decision in view of his
previous rulings on busing.
Romines said he expects
Carroll to appeal Gordon's
decision and he expects a
higher court to uphold the
measure.
The attorney for the county
school board, Will Fulton,
expressed pleasure at the
decisiOn, adding that he, too,
anticipated it.
Carter Does Not Rule Out Possibility of Embargo
PLAINS, Ga. (A?) — Jimmy Carter
said Thursday he would impose an
embargo on American farm exports
only if a catastrophic crop failure
threatened -widespread hunger in the
United States.
The Democratic presidential
nominee said he would not have im-
posed any of the four embargoes or-
dered in recent years for political
reasons by the Nixon and Ford ad-
ministrations.
But he said he could not rule out a
total export embargo on all American
products were he forced by cir-
cumstances he could not foresee to
respond to "economic warfare" by the
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Carter told a news conference here
that he sees no contradiction in his
statements in Iowa this week on
whether he would impose farm export
embargoes.
He also said his "13-point-slip" in the
Gallup public opinion poll to a 10 per
cent lead over President Ford was
predictable and comes as no surprise
after the "healing process" of the
" Republican National Convention.
The nominee also said the reception
given him on his four-day swing
through California, Washington and
Iowa earlier this week was "the best
I've ever had."
During the trip, Carter told an
audience of thousands of farmers at the
Iowa State Fair in Des Moines that if he
3right orange vi-
nyl safety vest is
fully. adjuzitable.
is elected president he will "stop farm
embargoes once and for all."
But minutes later, in an interview
with reporters from the Des Moines
Register, Carter said his statement
may have been "too strong" and that if
basic American grain stocks fell to the
point that it was questionable whether
the nation's basic need could be met, an
embargo might have to be ordered.
Carter said in the interview and at the
nev.s conference he does not anticipate
that happening,
Sen. Robert Dole, President Ford's
running mate on the Republican ticket,
said in Des Moines Thursday the dif-
fering remarks made it difficult to
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Mumble, Mumble, Mumble, Mumble--
One Lump Or Two in Your Coffee?
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Reporters who often interview
TV stars can develop a buz-
zing in the head if they aren't
careful. This is because what
stars talk about - usually
themselves - can get
repetitive.
But we got to wondering
recently if TV stars also
develop a buzzing in the head
because questions asked them
by reporters may not vary
much. So inquiries were made
of a few press agents who
arrange star interviews.
From this came a list of
questions most often asked of
TV stars when the stars are
publicizing their shows or
series. The question and
answer session shall now
commence:
Q. How do you feel about
having your own series?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble pays the
alimony.
EQ. I don't watch TV much.
What's your series about?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble play a new
breed of cop.
Q. How has starring in a
series affected your personal
life?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble no privacy.
Q. How old are you?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble more cof-
fee?
Q. How's it feel to be a star?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble asked for
autograph now.
Q. How old were you when
you decided to be an actor?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble the school
play.
Q. This is a bit personal, but
why did you end your seven-
year relationship with famed
actress Nadia Cofnowsky? "
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble always be
good friends. More coffee?
Q. Are you dating anyone
regularly now?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble one lump or
two?
Q. Any truth to the rumor
you and your co-star are
feuding?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble like one big
happy family.
Q. How long have you been
studying voice and karate?
This is something different for
you, isn't it?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble mumble for my new
Las Vegas act. ^ •
Q. Who was the biggest
influence in your life?
A. Mumble mumble
mumblte mumble and of
course my agent.
Q. What was your first big
break?
A. -Mumble mumble
mumble mumble while skiing,
heh, heh, heh.
Q. How do you stay in such
good shape?
A. Jog jog jog jog pant pant
pant pant.
Q. I know you like golf, but
what are your other hobbies?
A. Mumble mumble
mumble Tumble and write
poetry now and then.
Q. Really?
A. Mumble.
Q. The big question: You've
been the star of your own
series for 10 years, but what




Q. I don't mean to be rude,
but would you esk your press
agent to stop snoring?
Everything Authentic About
New Liza Minnelli Picture
lflS ANGELES (AP) -
''It's not the company," said
Liza Minnelli as she yawned
deeply. "It's just that when I
sing a lot without warming up
my throat I have to yawn."
She had been singing a great
deal that morning. Portraying
a band vocalist circa 1946, she
performed endless versions of
a tense rehearsal scene with
Robert DeNiro, who plays the
band leader-husband in "New
York, New York." Each scene
was different as director
Martin Scorsese encouraged
the stars to supply their own
words in the marital breakup.
They had been working in
the rococo Gold Ballroom of
the downtown Biltrnore Hotel.
Now Liza was in an upstairs
suite testing costumes with
Theordora Van Runkle
I "Bonnie and Clyde") and
hair styles with Sidney
Guillaroff, who designed for
Garbo, Garland, Gerson and
other MGM queens.
The superstar treatment,
for sure. But Minnelli does
things that belie her superstar
status. Like yawning in an
interview.
"I'm tired but I feel great,"
she said of the morning's
work. "Marty encourages us
to 'improv,' and it's much
harder than just reading lines.
You have to THINK caps
THINK). Exhausting."
Guillaroff had devised a
hair style that harked right
back to the Forties-well-
coiffed bangs and a long fall
gathered in a mood. Liza
looked like a fourth Andrews
Sister.
"We've tried to make
Alpert Embarks
On Solo----Career
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Herb Alpert has embarked on
a solo career that is certain to
take him far away from the
happy-go-lucky music he
played with the Tijuana
Brass.
That's fine with him. - .
Because for all the hap-
piness that the TJB's music
brought to people around the
world, what it ultimately
brought band leader Alpert
was a lot of grief. He put down
his trumpet in 1969, thinking
he tight _never play again.
For five years, he didn't.
"I lost interest. I was
repeating myself. It became a
job," the 39-year-old musician
recalled recently in his big
office at A&M Records, which
he continues to preside over
with partner Jerry Moss.
Alpert had come to a point
where the success he'd been
enjoying since "The Lonely
Bull" was released in 1962
became too much to handle.
Emotional problems were
compounded by frustration
with his horn playing.
"When I made those records
(with the Tijuana Brass), I
wasn't trying to be corny or
commercial or anything - I
was just playing the music
that was coming out," he
reflected.
"It was easy for me to do: I
felt like I was cheating. Then
the process didn't work, and I
tried to' think my way into it."
After quitting he went
through a heavy period of
critical self-evaluation. His
first mirriage broke up in
1970.
Alpert stayed on at his
record company, producing
other artists, and in time, he
says now, his problems
worked themselves out
naturally.
In 1974 he married Lani
Hall, former lead singer in
Brasil 66, and put together the
TJB again.
The musician says he was
ready then to turn a different
way musically but he was
interested first in recapturing
the good feelings of the TJB's
early years and then giving it
up on his own terms.
He made the break for good
last year and now is out with
an'alburn, "Just You and Me,"
that shows a deeper dimension
to Herb Alpert. The album is
much moodier, much more
interesting than his Tijuana
Brass records.
"Now I think my ob-
servations musically are
much closer--to- what I'm-
feeling," Alpert remarked.
"That's very important
because I feel creativity is not
something you think about. It
just happens." :-
Alpert, a thin, dark haired
man with rugged good looks,
doesn't reject his past work:
he says he just wasn't given to
introspection in those days.
Now his music is coming from,
deep inside.
Alpert realizes that image-
wise he is in a transition
period with the public. That's
why he has no plans to tour
unless "Just You and Me" is a
big success.
"I would prefer people to
like it than not," he says. "But
I feel it's mpre important that
I'm satisfied musically with
what I do."
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Film castings:
_Sidney Poitier will direct
and 'star with Bill Cosby in a
sequel to "Let's Do It Again"
for First Artists and Warner
Bros.
Art Carney joins Billy Dee
Williams in "Scott Joplin, *
King of Ragtime," a World * We have 'Wild Cherry'. TopesPremiere Movie for NBC. and AlbumsBill Macy, husband of TV's
"Maude," set to costar with ; TV Service Center
Carney and Lily Tomlin in * Central Shopping Center
"The Late Show," produced * 753-51163
by Robert Altman and
directed by Robert Renton.
everything authentic about
this picture," she said. "The
hair styles, the clothes, the
music. I even developed a new
voice for the songs. I studied
the singers of the period and
borrowed a lot from Lee
Wiley, Doris Day and Lena
Horne.
"Band singers had their own
style in those days. They osed
a lot of vibrato and
pronounced all the R's. They
were want to sing the lyrics
clearly without too much
style."
She demonstrated by belting
the morning's song, Harold
Arlen's "Taking a Chance on
Love," in familiar Minnelli
style, then toning it down in a
manner that smacked of
Helen O'Connell and Marion
Hutton. She also showed off a
singing gesture she had pi, ed
up from old-movie wat-
ching-a palm-up cupped
hand moving outward from
ipe chest..
Liza said that Scorsese had
mentioned "New York, New
York" to her more than two
years ago.
"At that time it was all the
man's story, how he went
from band leader to record
producer in the early years of
rock and roll," she said.
"There were two girls in the
script, singers who had
worked for him. I said I would
be interested in the picture if
the woman's role could be
developed to she*, what
happened behind the 'band-
stand.
'I saw dozens of musicals of
the period. All of Daddy's, and
lots of others. I saw 'Orchestra
Wives' three times."
Daddy, of course, is Vin-
cente Minnelli, with whom she
made her last film, "A Matter
of Time."
"It was really interesting
working with him for the first
time," she said. "I found out
things I never before. For the
first time I saw him blow his
top.
"Not at me or Ingrid
(Bergman). The lab in Italy
decided not to work before the
holidays and they ruined six
days' film. Other movies lost
their film, too. Daddy was
beside himself. 'How can they
do such a thing!' he deman-
ded. It's not so hard on actors
to do retakes: they feel they
can improve their perfor-
mances, anyway. But for
a director and a
cinematographer to recapture
the mood and the look of
scenes is murder."
Next for Liza: a stage
musical, "In Person," which
she'll play next year in San
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The teachings of Socrates
have come down to us in the
writings of Plato, a pupil of the
Greek philosopher.
The sun is a huge ball of
gases that are so hot they give
off light.
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All reader classifies
must be submitted by
3 p. m. the day before
publication.














on and the Business
Office may be
reached --on 7 53-
;916 and 753-1917




Subscribers who have not
rectivird their home-
delivered ropy of The
hturroy ledger I Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:3e p.m. on %tardily'
are urged to call 7531516
between 530 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday, -hickey , or
3:30.p.m.aand 4 p.m. 5ew-
W4;111111,4,0 delivery it
the newspaper. Calls -inust
be pieced by 6 pm. week-
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
I SPENT THE WHOLE Ni6NT




CAN A5 I CAN F;NP
1-IAVE 30.
OM- T THE P9E5/DEAI7ML- PALACE GATES... A5 DEVIL-









TO L-OVE TO Si-IARE
SANANA SPLIT etJT
rm ON A DIET
 ( EVFRYE3CDV
PREF5-R5 THEIR FRED











WELL Of2PE2 ONE ANC) YOU
ONLY EAT TNE PARTS THAT
DONT HAVE CALORIES
THERE'S ONLY ONE \











I went to Nora yes ell eir
North latli Street fee Mee
bewatifsil flowers yeti at
seat my sister Mary Ff1111141/
Neniefine. towline Cooper,
The Ilarsehrie
Thanks te friends at Taylor
Store for the bessistifid






you Oka to 
osw Church SUS ti, Sun-
























Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,






will hold a public shoot
in the old City Park
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
this Saturday August
28th. All area bowhun•
ters and archers are
cordially invited to at-
tend and match their
skills against other
shooters from our
area. Come on out and
enjoy a fun -filled
Saturday brought to
you by your local
bowhunting club. Try
it! There will be
classes to ac-
commodate everyone.
5. lost And Found
LOST IN THE Chandler
Park Hamlin Area of
Ky. Lake. Large black
neutered male Persian

















per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
NOW TAKING ap-
plications at the Sub
Base on Chestnut. Apply
in afternoons or
evenings.




Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32Z.
6 Help Wanted




sales kit. No investment.
Write Gregg Products,
Box 272-Hi, Lticington,
N. C. 27292" '
FULL TIME bookkeeper.







complete resume to P.
0. Box 32X. Your ap-







accepted in the Office of
Personnel Services,
Murray State Univer-
sity, Murray, Ky. 42071.
until August 30, 1976.
TOMS PIZZA. Waitress
















person or send resume
to Ted F. Billington,
Consulting Engineers,
1203 Johnson Avenue, P.






some day shift some





needed. Our sample kits
are loaned, no in-
Vestment, collecting or
delivery. Free supplies
and hostess gifts. House
of Lloyd, Inc. Write
Bernita Sipe, Route 1,
Box 225, Henry, Tenn.




resume to P.O. Box 32Y.
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED IMMEDIATELY!












For person who has more
ability, judgment and am-
bition than present oc-
cupation can pay Major
livestock feed manufacturer
vrill select one sales-service






6401. after 8 p.m , Malcolm




Installing of two way
radio having- 350 ft.
tower fully equipped for
relaying messages to

























13. For Sale Or Lady-
SIX ROOM and bath and
brick house, 10 acres
of land, hog fence, large
, pond, deep well, 40 x 40
garage, four out-
buildings, will trade for
small house in town.
Call 436-5560.
14. Want To But
COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANTED TO BUY -
good 242 -x 3th Century
Graphic with range
finder or Gratlex XL.
Call Frank Gonzales 753-
1919 or 753-2374.





wheel base, $175. Call
435-4286
DICTAPHONE system _
unit with 2 belt type 0
dictator and one tran-
scriber. Complete and-
ready to use. Good
condition. $750. Call 1-
901-642-9161 from 8-5.





PROVED by millions of
homemakers. Blue




SOUPS ON, the rug that
is, clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western




blued and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray











bedroom set 12 twin









15 Articles For Salel
ELECTRIC RANGE 30"
white continuous clean
oven, start and stop
timers. One year old.
Call 753-4183 after 5.
BATHROOM vanity, 24"
with marble sink, new.




About 1 -year old. $175
Ca11767-4744.
FOR SALE Twin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 527-
9959.
14 STORM windows in
'good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon ;..
polyester rug with pad, it
green. Call 753-4931.
SIX MOBILE HOME axel
assemblies, ilia-two
detachable tongues. Call
day 436-5483, night. 753- ;
4837.
MILLIONS of rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. .Rent electric




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from 82.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,




2-2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to













SET, 6 chairs. 24 inch
glass shower door piano




and Service, 500 Maple










Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed, full
cash price, $29.50. Write
or call Martha Hopper,












NEW IDEA. 1 row corn
picker. Call 753-2987
13A13AGit-AN - 12 gallons
at reduced price. Call
435-4335 after 5: 30 p.m.
800 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft 'Inter-
national wheel disc., 5t.16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
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PRI
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
19 Fart,n Equipment
M-C GRAIN DRYERS
and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742.
FOR' ALL YOUR fencing





bow, 45 lb. left handed,
camouflaged, new.







O'Day 12's, Day $iiiler II
Mariner 2+2,
20's an 22" Cruiser
Mid-South Sail, Inc.
Boats can be seen at
Blackford's Grocery
On Hwy. 94 E. Murray
20. Sports Equipment




anchor, gas tank, 3
batteries. Fire ex-
tinguisher, registered in
1976. Can be seen at B-2











galley, sleeps 4, Kenlake
No. 30. Call 753-8611 or
753-9537.
14 Fr. ALUMINUM jOn
boat, 6 horse Johnson
motor, used very little.
Trail bike MT-250
Honda. Call after 5 p. m.
753-3178.
15 Fr. RUNABOUT with
35 h. p. Evinrude,
trialer, canvas top, vinyl
cover, skis, other ex-
tras, $295. Men's 26" 5
speed bicycle, $25. 10"
tricycle, $5. 23" Zenith
color TV, $60. Call 753-
8115.
1971 TRI-HULL boat with




Policeman and also Dispatcher
for Murray Police Department.
Applications may be picked up




Hwy. 641, 2 Miles North of Benton. Phone
527-1451 or 753-2922.










from previous fiscal year $17,936N.5
Certificates cashed 17,074.05
Old counter sold 25.50
Borrowed for building 75,000.00
Amount received from collection
of public health tax for
current fiscal year less sheriff's fee 64,543.21
Total Receipts  $174,579.33
Disbursements













Personal Surety Bond no charge
Ledger& Times for the publication of previous
year's financial statement on 09-05-75 $30.24
Peck Associates 
7 047 71
Crouch Construction Co. 98,676.30
Repair (not contracted) 3  831.81




Total  $115,556.91... $115.556.98
Total
Disbursements... S167,200.98..$167,200.98




This is to certify that at the close of business on June
30, 1976, a balance of $9,025.01 was credited to the
account of the Calloway County Public Health
Taxing District.
Max H. Brandon Cashier
Peoples Bank, Murray, Ky.
Witness my hand this the 25 day of August, 1976
Robert O. Miller, Chin.
R.L. Cooper, Sec. Tres
County Public Health Taxing Distr
Commonwealth of Kentucky County of Calloway
Subscribed and sworn to by Robert O. Miller & R. L.
Cooper before me on the 25th day of August, 1976.
My commission expires: 7-28-1978
Virginia Morgan Notary Public
20, sports Equipment
15' GLASTRON ski boat
in excellent condition.
Call 753-8647.
14 FT. BOAT Polarcraft,
and trailer, $300.00, call
437-4132.
GIRLS 20" bicycle in




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The




































732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323
25 IN. RCA color TV.
Philco stereo. Yamaha




ETeCfric stove, $20. Pony
saddle, $30. 1963






ONE CB ANTENNA, 4
elements Gipzmopchy
rot and control box. 50
ft. large coax. Verticle
and horizontal switch
box. Call 753-0487.
RCA COLOR TV, good
condition $125.00 or best
offer, 753-5750.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at




home on large lot with or
without furniture. Call
436-2540.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
12 x 60 MOBILE home on
44 acre, 3 miles East of
Murray. Extra nice.
Convenient location.
Must sell. Call 767-4792.











room. Extra nice. A




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.'
29. Mobile Home Rentals





free rent for 12 months.
For your hookup, near
Murray. Call 474-2230.
31. Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE (Prof.










central heat and air,












Bic, Dual, Pioneer, B.S.R., and Sansui
Student Special
Denim Tape Cases
in • variety of colors
hers 24
$288
-We Service What We Sell"
309 No. 16th 753-7949
( Also shop the T.V. Service Center in the Central
Shopping Center - 753-5865)
Discount Stereo
Center
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT at New Concord.
$60 month. Call 436-2427.




merman Apts. S. 16th St.
753-6609.
38. Pets - Supplies
HIDDEN VALLEY
Kennels offers for sale 3
month old male Great
Dane. Cropped and
shots. Also grooming
and boarding. Call 435-
4481.
DOBERMAN AKC
registered 18 month old
male champion. Blood
lines - ----excellent tern-
perment. Recently





and brown. About 12
weeks old. Call 436-5650
or 753-1651.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very





28. 8-5. 1814 Sherry Lane
at the end of North 19th
Street. Clothes, fur-
niture, dishes, 10 speed
. bike and odds and ends.
THREE PARTY Garage
Sale: Friday and
Saturday, 8:00 m. -5 p.
in. All size clothes and
shoes, baby clothes and
needs, toys, tires and
wheels, riding mower,
furniture, home fur-
nishings, odds and ends.
Out 121 South, 3rd
blacktop to right (Neale




Sale. School clothes, all
sizes, toys, 3 speed 26"
bike, lots of
miscellaneous. 418 South




Turn left at Stella on
Lynn Lawson Road, 5th
house on right.
Antiques, iron bed, girls
and boys clothes (all
sizes pictures, lots of
goodies.
YARD SALE, Saturday




adults. Fabric. About 7
miles South on 641.
YARD SALE. Watch for
sik7:1 at Almo Heights. 8-





go. 1608 Parklane. All
week.
FOUR BEDROOM home
located only Smiles west
of Murray. Excellent
location and fine home
on over two acres of




kitchen, utility room, 24
baths, and attached 2-
car garage. Contact
Kopperud Realty, 753-






sale at Catalina Court,
August 27 and 28
beginning at 9:00 a. m.
Lots of plants, pots,
macrame, dried
flowers, electric blen-
der, knife and can
Opener, manual
typewriter. Depression
glass, toys, new water
skis, misses size le and
12 tali, size 6 and 7 boys
clothes and others. Lots
of odds and ends.
41. Public Sales
BACKYARD SALE, 402






YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, August 27 and
28. From sunrise until










Follow signs south on
South 16th to Ford Road.
MOVING SALE -
'Saturday 8 to 4, 602
South 11th Street.
Everything must go.









Saturday 8-4 p. in. 13th.
and Main. All sizes back
to school clothing, shoes,
1.00 or less. Dresser, $25,
couch $15, grill, $10.
MOVING SALE, 5 piece
bedroom suite with king
size bed plus mattress
and spring. AM-FM
console stereo with
radio. G. E. side by side
with ice and water on
door. G. E. washer and
dryer, and sofa. Call
753-6143 or 753-7878.
43.Real Estate
DO YOU WANT to live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Ceclarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Guy Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully
wooded lots priced from
$1690, 901 Sycamore; _
753-7724.
REDUCED !!! Three
bedroom, 2 bath brick
with patio, double
garage, central heat and
air, family room, wall to
wall carpeting, fireplace
and entry hall. Extra
large Inton North side of
Murray. This brand new
home is now bargain
priced for you. Call 753-




bedroom *irk home at
-816 N. 19th. Large den
and kitchen, bath and
half. Utility. Carport.
Only $28,500. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
Phone 753-5842.
NEW LISTING - Very
neat 3 bedroom, 1 kh bath
brick ranch home just
West of city limits.
Home has central heat






In low 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 to see this fine
home.
THIS is a farm with a
high potential of return.
45 acres of land located
on the Tucker-Garland
;toad only minutes from
Murray. About 25 acres
are in soybeans this
year. The balance of the
land is wooded with
some marketable
timber. The house is
well built. The extra size
well is suitable for
commercial purposes.
See or call Oatman
Farley of John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or








heat. Two car garage.
Zoned B-3. Close to
downtown. Priced under
$20,000. See or call Brice
Ratterree of John C.
Neubauer, Reaitor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
5921.
HOW ABOUT a hilltop
home with three acres
overlooking New
Concord? This fine four
bedroom home and
approximately three
acres can be yours for
only $28,500.00. Call
Pam Rodgers of John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7116 to see this property.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home on three tree-
shaded lots in beautiful
Baywood Vista near
Kentucky Lake. This is
ready for immediate
occupancy. Priced to
sell. See or call 'Pim
Graves of the John C.
Neubauer, Realtors, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 436-
2321.
Reehred
3 Berroom with rem & etch**
c•ribinotie•• 11•••tifed
roc 00000 I en Minima.
525,400.00.
PersomMty
This 3 bedroom boor hes el
yes coed ask fir than WIN




We pet • hooldffel 2 stery
Moose the he. freesias, rem,
2 berths, with 24 acres Send,
Ierue Hu foaling Nose with
Mhos and else
**recoil
To $34,750 3 or 4 horroom




'cress frees Post Office
CaN 753-326.3 were
340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only 63995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.





Across from Post Office.
KENTUCKY LAKE
AREA. Woodland
acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage -$600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit tile
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
44. Lots For Sale
BY OWNER - nice
building site, lot 111.6 x
211 on Oakdale Drive.
Call 753-0814.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved St.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1142 or 753-
4060. terms available
45. Farms For Sale
SOYBEAN, bottom and
woodland on this 175
acre farm located on the
State Line Road can be
yours. This is
reasonably priced. See
or call Bob Rodgers of
the John C. Neubauer,
Reators, 505 Mian St..
753-0101 or 753-7116.
46 Homes For Sale
PRICES REDUCED on




large living room, kit-
chen, utility and hall on
2.3 acres 5 miles from
Murray on 121 South
now only 118,000. A 2 or 3
bedroom house near
downtown at 407 South
6th now only $12,000. It
has new sheetrock in-
terior, new wall to wall
carpet and is newly
painted. Owner will
finance with $1500 down
and $125 monthly.
Immediate possession.







old, with large land-
scaped yard in Camelot
Subdivision. 753-9664.
SMALL FARM ON 641.
Call 753-6940.
37 ACRE FARM with
farm house. 30 acres In
beans. Call 436-2266.
3 BEDROOM brick home
in Fairview acres, 3e4
acre lot, 2 bath, den,
utility room outside
storage, available for
quick sale. See or call
Linda Drake of John,C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St. 753-0101 or 753-
9492, to see this
property.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
house with carport on 1





your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
BY OWNER - extra nice




BY OWNER attractive 4
bedroom home on large
corner lot, 1710
Magnolia Dr., call 753-
_7853.
TWO NEW THREE
bedroom homes on city
water and sewer.
Quality with all the
extras. Priced mid 20's.
Would consider trading
for equity item as down
payment. Call 753-3672.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and






UPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




The Calloway County Board of Education is
requesting bids on new 1976 model pickup truck.
A copy of the specifications may be obtained at
the Board's office on College Farm Road. All
bids must be in the Board's office not later than
12:00 Noon, September 9, 1976.
The Calloway County Board of Education






1354.90 Op. florvoi, re,* te on. BMW Mow eid-ons, peies,
carports, offices. try the Bei for Liam CUSTOM-BUILT POR-
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-0944.
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
HOUSE ON NORTH 7th Street, 4 bedrooms 2 baths,
quality constructed house with cedar lined closets,
owner will consider financing. Price 626,500.
THREE OR FOUR bedroom house located on a
quiet street. Beautiful backyard with chain link fen-
ce, very economical to heat. Price $23,500.
TWO NEW THREE bedroom brick homes in Lyn-
nwood Estates, central heat and air, wall to wall
carpeting, city water, 2 miles SE of Murray on 121
Highway.
NICE THREE BEDROOM stone house with com-
plete separate basement apartment. extra large 2
car garage on corner lot with driveway from each
street, near Carter School.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK home with central heat
and air, washer-dryer and refrigerator included
with other appliances. This home is located in
beautiful quiet Lynnwood Estates, 2 miles SE of
Murray on 121 Highway.
TWO NICE THREE bedroom homes on 12th St. bet-,
ween Olive & Main, renting for $275 per month.
Price $26,500 each. Will not sell separately.
TEN ACRES LOCATED ON 641 South and Peggy
Ann Drive, Ideal for future development.
IN PANORAMA SHORES, 3 lots 90 x 120 on
Panorama Drive, very nice building lots.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE with kitchen appliances,
city water, gas or electric heat, lot 120x250 located
on 641 Highway near Ahno. Full price $6,000.
ON SCENIC DRIVE in Keniana Shores, nice 3
bedroom home with cedar siding, large lot, good
year around living, near Ky. Lake, only $19,500.
High Quality Farms
We can offer you two above average farms,
with more than 125 acres in each tract. High
production.
To BUY, See Usl...To Sell, List With Us!
Fulton Young
Realty, Inc.
OS So. 4th-Te4e. 753-7333
Fulton Young Keith Kennedy
Home 753-4946 Howe 753-4378
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16 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
THREE BEDROOM
house on corner lot,
vacant lot included.
Close to schools and
shopping center, car-
peted, utility room, air
conditioned, 1202
Sycaalore, under




brick, 1/2 baths, carpet,
built-ins, city *ater and
sewer, priced at
$30,500.00. Call Bob 753-
3509, CLAUDE MILLER
REAL ESTATE, 753-
5064, 5th & Main.
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central




HONDA FOR SALE ZB
360 T. $850. Only 1,478
miles. Call 753-6471.
MX 125 YAMAHA with
custom built trailer. Call
753-4657 after 4 p. m.
1970 YAMAHA trailbike,
good condition. Call 753-




Ai eitimists (Wowed - com-




Suzuki of Paris, Tn.
A.C. 901 642-0511
1973 KAWASAKI, 175 CC,
trailbike, brand new
_motor, one extra tire,
great shape, $400. Call
492-8320
TWO 70 HONDA cycles
for slae, $50 each. Call
753-6a56.
48. Automotive Service
1967 375 h. p. 440 engine to
be built to any soecs.
Call 437-4420 in the
evenings.
RAI&   3E11 31E 310
49 Used Cars & bucks




  _n74 PINTO station
TIRE SALE-The Wide
Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guarar.-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L60x14" or 15", $30.46






$2.69 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78x15",







$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plus $2-.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78xI4"
or 15", 820.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15", 621.99
plus $2.80 FE Tax.
L78x15", $23.99 plus
$3.08 FE Tax.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Traction
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or H78x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
ply, $28.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 FIAT 850 Spider.
$2200. Call 753-9879.
1965 CHEVROLET 326 4
speed super sport,
$350.00 firm. 1955
Chevrolet 396 4 speed.
New paint and
upholstery, headers,
mags, wide tires, tape
player. $1200.00 firm
Call 753-0165 after 6:00
753-0574.
wagon, 4 speed stick
shift. Factory air, new
tires, runs real good.
Very clean in and out-
side. Very reasonable.




and waxed. $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.
1952 SHARP % ton
Intematipnal pickup.
Engine A-1, new paint,
upholstery and glass.




1972Ford F350, in ex-
cellent condition, new
tires.-Call 856-3199.
1976 CHEVROLET 1 ton




1967 BUICK Electra, all
power. Call 753-7913.
1970 FORD MAVERICK,
1968 Plymouth Fury HI.
Reasonably priced. Call
436-2625.
1970 MONTE CARLO SS.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0570.
1973 98 OLDSMOBILE -




Silver with burgundy top
and interior. Bucket
seats plus all extras.
Call 753-0123 before 5,
after 5753-6266.
Notice Of Sale
Kentucky Revised Statutes 376.2$0
The undersigned will sell to the highest and
best bidder on September 20, 1976, at the hour ot
1:00 p.m. at the south door of the Court House in
Murray, Kentucky, a 1968 Autocar Truck, Serial
No. AB003HBO-64310 to satisfy a debt in the sum
of $3,650.00 incurred by virtue of repairing said
truck and furnishing parts therefore. The suc-
cessful bidder will be required to pay one-third of
the sum at the time of the sale, balance in ninety
days and said purchaser must give, acceptable
security for said balance.
641 Truck Repair
Murray, Kentucky
Three bedroom brick home in Lynn Grove on 1
acre lot. Two baths, large den with fireplace,
marble entrance hall, large utility, two car
garage, central heat and air. 22' x 22' workshop.
Priced in 30's.
Call 435-4578 after 6:00 p.m.
EXAMINATION TO BE NELD TO
FILL A VACANCY IN A
COUNTY NEALTN DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Health Department for the classification of Clerk
Typist H. Minimum requiremens for this
position are as follows:
Graduation from High School including, or sup-
plemented by a course in typing and one year of
experience in clerical work which has been in the
performance of moderately difficult clerical and
typing duties, or an equivalent combination of
training and experience. The beginning salary is
$2.43 per hour. Persons interested in tairderg this
examination can obtain further details and an
application blank from the Calloway County
Health Department.
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department office on, or before
September 7, 1976.
1969 CORVE rTI., blue,
350 cu. in. Excellent








Laudau. Full power and
air. Priced to sell quick.
See Bob Cook, Hazel,
Ky.
1968 CHEVROLET grain
bed truck with heavy
duty lift. Call 753-0412.
1965 DODGE PICKUP.









1968 DODGE CHARGER -
440 Magnum Automatic
with air, has mags and
air shocks. In good
condition $600.00. Phone
354-6217.
1962 CHEV. CHURCH bus
with 66 engine and 2
speed axle. Will accept
bid over 6500 through





camper top. $50. Call
489-2510.
11' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
Another View
.117
IfYOU ALLOWED ME 'TO WARM UP M''
PITCHING ARM, NOW HOW A1300T
KNEES?"
51. Services Offered
K AND H Repair Center.






Call 753-3323. Open 8 a.
m. -4 p. m.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.














work needs call John



















and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS nclw. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for











and shrubbery cut and
hauled away. Call 753-
5320.






Twin size - 48.50, full
58.5e. Call 1-443-7323.





struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.








interior, new and old





and dirt. Call 437-4533.




Warm 'INS need supplies
equipment or service coil as
(looney; is whet we know
best We Note Meow, dealers
wed ethos chroming equipment
for root, Of if IOU PrOfif we












exterior by the job or




Call 753-2858 after 4 p.
M.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling












and exterior by the hour







keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












and seal coating. For





doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
WILL DO HOUSE WORK
or care for an elderly
lady, or will stay as
companion day time





flowers, call 474-2262 or
474-8853.
KIRBY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free






ficient service. NO job










HAY FOR SALE - 85
cents bale in field. Call
after 3 p. in. 1-901-232-
8213.
54. Free Column
FREE - THREE MONTH
old light brown female
puppy. Will be medium
sized dog. Gentle,
wonderful pet. Call 753-
3994.
FREE • three month old
female terrier-type pup.





be difficult to. house
train. Was dropped on
the side of the highway
and is now under care of
Humane Society. Call
753-3994 after 4:30 p. m.
For Lease
607 S. 4th St. Business bldg. now occuppied by
Antique Mall. Approx. 5500 Sq. Ft. on 3 floors.






Extra sharp home with 3 spacious bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, deluxe kitchen, utility room
and family room with fireplace. Fenced back
yard and 1 car carport. Gallon this one today! !
1706 Holiday Drive
Quality built home on large corner lot. This home
features 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, sunken living
room, formal dining room, deluxe kitchen, com-
bination sewing room and utility room, family
room with fireplace, double car garage, in-
tercom and central vacuum system, priced at
$48,900.
Lakefront Home
This year around residence is located on a
beautifully landscaped 2.57 acre lot overlooking
Ky. Lake with 310 feet of water frontage and a
boat dock. The home features a glassed-in sun
porch, living room with fireplace, dining-,area,
kitchen, 2 bedroom, 1 bath and utility room
There is a 2 car garage with a workshop area




Located on wooded lot with privacy! House con-
sists of living room with fireplace, kitchen with
all appliances, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, full
basement with recreation room or 3rd bedroom




Three bedroom, 2 baths, living room, deluxe kit-
chen and breakfast room, large family room
with built-ins and fireplace, 4 walk-in closets, 2
car garage with door open and storage room plus




just 7 miles from
Murray with approix.V feet of highway fron-
tage on 94 west. 19 acres with 15 acres tendable.
All of the farm is fenced, good stock barn and
many outbuildings. House consists of living
room, dining area, large country kitchen, family
room with Franklin Fireplace, and 2 bedrooms. 1
car garage with utility room and workshop plus a
1 car carport. Priced at $39,900.00.
1200 Crestwood.
Craftmanship, space, location, and charm are
reflected in this fine home. 4 bedrooms. 3 full
baths, living room, dining area, deluxe kitchen,
family room with fireplace all on main level. The
lower level consist of 35 x 21 recreation room
with fireplace and kitchen facilities, 1 full bath,
and pool room, and furnace room with workshop..
There are many more outstanding features that
are too numerous to mention. Call on this 5,000
square foot home for more details.
Panorama Shores
Very nice lake cottage with plenty of room. Two
bedrooms, 1 bath, living room, dining room, kit-
chen and 36 x 24 family room with fireplace. Two
car garage with workshop and situated on 2 lots.
Priced at only $25,000.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Located Southside of Court Square
Fred Barber Real ate, Oft, e' Open DAN Monday through Saturria,, Van Haverstock
753-0850 Office Telephone: 713-4451 753-0763
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Carter Not Surprised At Drop
In Polls; Ford Continues Talks
BY The Associated Press
Resident Ford holds another
in his series of campaign
strategy sessions today, and
one campaign offical said the
first item on the agenda in
Ford's talks with vice
presidential running mate Bob
Dole will be the role of Dole's
wife in the campaign.
Elizabeth Dole is a member
of the Federal Trade Corp-
mission. Although she could
retain the post during the
campaign, Ford's advisers
have decided that legally she
could not combine her duties
with a full round of campaign
appearances for her husband
and the President.





Mrs. Edith Byrn, widow of
Kirk P. Byrn, Sr., and a
retired funeral director, died
at 8:30 p. m. Wednesday at
Westview Nursing Home in
Murray. She was 85 years of
age, and a resident of 405
Backusburg Road, Mayfield.
Mrs. Byrn was associated
with her husband and son in
the operation of the Byrn
Funeral Home at Mayfield,
and retired after fifty-eight
years as a funeral director.
She was a member of the
First Christian Church and of
the Mayfield Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Surviving are her son, Kirk
P. Byrn, Jr., of Mayfield, two
daughters, Mrs. Henry Benoit,
Charlotte, N. C., and Miss
Charlotte Byrn, of Mayfield,
six grandchildren and three
great grandchildren.
Services will be conducted
at 10:30 a. m. Saturday at the
Byrn Funeral Chapel,
Mayfield. Officiating will be
Rev. E. Thomas Wright, and
burial will be in Highland
Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p. m.
Friday.
Erice May Dies At
Hospital Today;
Funeial Sunday
Erice May of Murray Route
Eight di44:1 this morning at
8:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 62
years of age.
A retired: farmer and Housing Commission;
sawmill worker, he 'irigs, —Approved the payment of
married September 15, 1951, tkr,$2,900 to the Purchase Area
Mrs. Mavis Fox May, Murray Development District to
on whether she should resign.
The Doles joined the
vacationing Ford in Vail,
Colo., Thursday night.
In Plains, Ga., Democratic
candidate Jimmy Carter told
reporters he was not surprised
by polls that show a sharp
drop in his lead over Ford.
"I've never expected an
easy time," said Carter, who
said his lead was still "sub-
stantial."
The latest Gallup Poll,
released Thursday and based
on interviews with 1,016
registered voters last
weekend, concluded that 49
per cent of the electorate
supported Carter and 39 per
cent supported Ford. Prior to
the GOP convention last week,
Ford trailed Carter 56 to 33.
An increase of several
percentage points is expected
in the next poll, Carter's aides
said.
Meanwhile, representatives
from the Carter and Ford
camps Thursday concluded
their initial round of talks in
Washington on a date and
format for the proposed
debates between the can-
didates.
While Ford has suggested
the first debate be held shortly
after Labor Day, Carter
favors the League of Women
Voters' recommendation for a
Sept. 28 start.
There were indications that
a compromise would be
reached for a mid-September
date. The Ford-Carter
emissaries reported making
substantial progress in their
first three-hour meeting and
planned to confer again
Wednesday.
The Federal Election
Commission has still not ruled
on whether the league could
Country Music Is
Featured Saturday
Route Eight, who survives,
along with one sister, Mrs.
James Overa ) Brandon, and
one nephew, Steve Brandon,
both of Murray Route Five.
Mr. May was born August
28, 1913, in Stewart County,
Tenn., and was the son of the
late Bert May and Donnie
Downs May.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial will be
in the Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Funeral services for Mrs.
Carrie VanArands of Murray
Route Six will be held
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
DeBaun Funeral Home. Terre
Haute, Ind., with burial to
follow in the Roselawn
Cemetery there.
Mrs. VanArands, age 84,




VanArands, died in 1947. She
moved to Murray three weeks
ago to reside.
Survivors are her daughter,
Mrs. Albert ( Eva) Hary of
Murray Route Six, one
granddaughter, Mrs. Beverly
Bullerdick of Terre Haute,
Ind., and two great grand-
children.
Born January 11, 1892, in
Cumberland County, M., she
was the daughter of the late
Samuel and Dolly VanTassel
Strockbine.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home of Murray had
charge of local arrangements.
A special Country Music
Show for the benefit of the
Hardin Senior Citizens will be
held at the Hardin Center on
Saturday, August 28, at eight
p.m.
Featured will be Dona
Myrle Sturgill and Travelers,
Charles Sturgill, Ray Paul
Sanderson, Ronnie Housman,
Gary Pritchett, and Nashville
Talent California Flash,
Charles Watts, and Red
Wiggins.
The admission will be $1.50
and 75 cents, # spokesman
said.
Council. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
accept donations from unions
and corporations to finance
the debates. It said it would
decide the question Monday.
Dole flew to Colorado after
an appearance at the Iowa
State Fair in Des Moines in
which he charged that Car-
ter's promise to end em-
bargoes on foreign grain sales
"once and for all" was
unrealistic and out of step with
the Democratic platform.
Dole also accused Carter of
taking inconsistent stands on
the issue.
Carter, during his own
appearance at the fair
Wednesday, said, "Under my
administration, if I'm elected,
there will never be another
embargo that singles out farm
products."
But in a subsequent in-
terview with the Des Moines
Register, he said about em-
bargoes: "It would have to be
an extreme case. If we don't
have adequate grain stocks to
meet our basic needs, this
would have to be mandatory."
Carter denied on Thursday
that he had misled the farm
audience.
"In the case of extreme
emergency, of course,
anybody in his right mind
would not rob our own people
of food or create hunger in this
country to sell food overseas,"
he said. But he added, "It
would be a catastrophe of an
qualify the city for federal 701
planning funds;
—Agreed to investigate a
request from Cr arles
Richards, owner of Games
People Play, that establish-
ments which house billiard
tables be allowed to remain
open until 2 a.m. rather than
the current curfew of 12
midnight;
....._,Authorized the Tr -County
REACT chapter to use the
council chambers on Thur-
sday, Sept. 2, at 7:30 p.m. to
present a program showing
how the CB club assists local
individuals as well as law
enforcement agencies with its




be the speaker at the
revival services tonight,
Saturday, and Sunday at
the Kirksey Baptist Chur-
ch. The services will be at
7:30 each evening, ac-
cording to Danny Guess,
church pastor, who in-
vites the public to attend.
League Of Women
Voters Plans Meet
The League of Women
Voters will meet Monday,
August 30, at eight p. m. at the
United Campus Ministry
Building, 202 North 15th
Street.
Libby Alexander, in charge
of voter . services on the
Kentucky State Board, will be
the speaker.
This meeting will be in
addition to the regular
meeting held the second
Monday night of each month




To Be Shown At
Sinking Spring
almost unimaginable degree
before that would be
necessary."
Carter's running mate, Sen.
Walter F. Mondale of
Minnesota, was in Syracuse,
N.Y., today for a series of
appearances.
He campaigned in New
York City Thursday.
Speaking at an American
Jewish Committee session,
Mondale discussed the
Mideast. "I don't think
America should abandon the
quest for peace in the Middle
East, but I think we serve the
cause of peace better by
making it clear our support
for Israel is unquestioning,"
he said. "We have to show a
great sensitivity to the
negotiations of the state of
Israel and not prod her."
In Chicago, Lester Maddox,
Carter's lieutenant governor
and predecessor as Georgia
governor, was the apparent
front runner for the
presidential nomination of the
conservative American
Independent party.
The party, under whose
banner George Wallace ran in
1968, opened its convention
Thursday.
Federal Election Com-
mission records show that
Ronald Reagan, defeated by
Ford for the GOP nomination,
got more federal money for
his primary campaign than
the President or any of the 13
Democratic candidates.
The commission Thursday
approved the latest in-
stallment of $107,098 to the
Reagan campaign to help
defray the cost of his primary
battle, bringing the total
federal funds he has received
to $5.09 million.
Slides of the Ridgecrest Trip
to the Baptist .Assembly in
North Carolina by church
members will be shown at the
7:15 p. m. worship services on
Sunday, August 29, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Churcti.:,
The Youth Choir will meet
for practice at six p. m. and
will sing for the evening
services.
Bro. Lawson Williamson,
pastor of the church, will
speak at both services at
eleven a. m. and 7:15 p. m.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"We All Sing Jesus" and "God
Sent Jesus For Me" at the
morning services. .
Jim Neale, deacon of the
week, will read the scripture
and lead in prayer at the
services Sunday morning.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at
6:30p.m.
Nursery Workers will be
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crick and





Rev. Joseph P. McCaffry,
pastor of the Murray Church
of the Nazarene, will speak on
the subject, -Can the
Christian Be Anry and Sin
Not," at the 10:45 a. in. ser-
vice on Sunday, August 29, at
the church. His scripture will
be from Ephesians 4:26.
The everting service will be
at 6:00 p. m. with the showing
of the film "The Invasion," at
the church.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:45 a. m. and Junior
Fellowship will be at 5:15 p.
m.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.4
no change.
Below dam 302.1 up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.4
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.5 up 0.2.





City and federal health of-
ficials have termed "in-
conclusive" and "a long-shot
poilsibility" a report that
poisonous nickel carbonyl gas
might have caused the
mysterious legionnaires'
disease.
Dr. F. William Sunderman
Jr., who headed a research
team at the University of
Connecticut, suggested the
highly toxic gas as a possible
cause when -he reported fin-
ding potentially fatal levels of
nickel in tissue samples taken
from five victims of the
disease.
Dr. Lewis Polk, acting city
health commissioner,
Thursday called it an "in-
teresting theory," but only a
"long-shot possibility at best."
"If it was nickel carbonyl
gas in the air as the Conn-
ecticut study postulates, then
why didn't all the thousands ot
other persons in the city at
that time get sick?" asked Dr.
Polk. "They all breathed the
same air."
In Atlanta, a spokesman for
the federal Center for Disease
Control called the Connecticut
findings "inconclusive."
Tests similar to those done
by Sunderman were con-
ducted by researchers at the
center, said Don Berreth.
Some tissue samples showed
higher than normal levels of
nickel, he said, but others did
not.
Meanwhile, two persons
who died after attending the
International Eucharistic
Congress at Philadelphia have
been added to the list of
disease victims.
The sickness has stricken
177 persons, including 28 who
died. All but seven were
connected in some way with a
state American Legion con-
vention headquartered here at
the Bellevue-Stratford hotel
July 21-24.
The latest deaths were the
first attributed to the illness
among persons who had at-
tended the Eucharistic
Congress, a worldwide
gathering of Roman Catholics
held here Aug. 1-8.
Stanley Kuczek, 62, of
Munster, Ind., became ill Aug
Blood River Sing
At Poplar Spring
The Blood River- Baptist
Associational Singing will be
held Sunday, August 29, at
1:30 p.m. at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
Leland Peeler, associational
director, invites the public to
attend this quarterly singing.
11 after returning home from
the congress, and Sister
Mildred Trzil, 71, of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, became sick at
her home Aug. 12. Their
deaths were reported Thur-
sday.
Morton Rose, deputy state
health secretary, said the
latest deaths could have been
caused by common
pneumonia. But he said they
were added to the list of
disease victims because they
met the criteria established to
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'1"Reg $23.00 5 
Bel-Air Decor Store
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
dlrices of stock et local interest at noon, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are sui follows:
Heublein Inc 49% As
Kaufman & Broad 7 unc
Ponderosa Systems 7% +11
Khuberly Clark 37% -3/4
Union Carbide  . .04  -Vs
W. R. Grace IfAii taw
Texaco X% unc
General Elec. 62% Jit
GAF  14% unc
Georgia PacifIc 31% -1/4
Pf izer V% +lii
Jim Walters  +111
Kirsch 14%
Disney 47% Ai
Frarddin Mint 3114 +%
prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger 8,
Times hy I. M. Simon Co. are as followr
Industrial Avg +1.33
Airco 304 -v.
Amer Motors 4% unc
Ashland Oil 2514 +Vs
AT&T 53% -%
Ford 54% -Vs
Gen. Motors. 0354 +%
Gen 47% uric
Gen. re . . 2% -Ve
Goodrich 2 +ve
Gitlf 011 36V4 +%
Pennwalt 3354 -Vs
Quaker Os 22% -14
Republic SOW 34% tine
Singer *4 -NI
TaPPen 7% -%
Western Union 1354 unc
Zenith 3154 uric
iEGairg-tu\•
introucing. . Holiday Inn's new fall menu presenting
fine foods carefu y prepared to suit your particular taste.
naturallyserved at popular prices. Come see for yourself!
Dinner at The Holiday Inn
Arvetizers And Soups
Small 40 Large 65 
Fruit Cup (fresh and preserved) 75Fresh Homemade Soup du Jour Cup 50 Bowl 75
Dining Room FavoritesSOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
Tender young chicken fried to a crisp golden brown, and rervedwith Homemade Country Gravy
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS
Skil/et fried served with apple sauce or cream gravy.
SAUTEED CHICKEN LIVERS
An old Kentucky favorite, pan fried for your delight
R1BEYE STEAK
The tenderest of all, a succulent, Juicy eye of the rib_
TENDER BEEF TIPS
Tips cut from the tenderloin and simmered in spices,served over a bed of buttered noodles
AGED COUNTRY HAM STEAK
Ham smoked and aged in Kentucky, served with your choiceof Homestyle Red eye gravy or Country cream gravy.
CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK
Broiled to your liking, uncommonly delicious
The Chef SuggestsTHE HOUSE SJ'ECIAL SIRLOIN STEAK 12 on.The finest of Join cuts, tender and tasty
From The Lakes and RiversBROILED FLOUNDER
A large nicculent filet of flounder, broiled and served withlemon butter.
KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH FILLFTSA delicious fish from this area, breaded and deep fried toa delicious golden brown. Served with lemon and tartersauce and our Homemade Hush Puppies
All entrees onctuds tossed odd, sliosse of *rubs" b,s,d 0..,* /wed pottroes jar euiHei nr.11, owl hu tr.
MALIAN SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS j_ Delicious Italian tomato sauce 1111111&* spaghettiand our own spiced meatballs.
Garlic Breed. Tossed Salad, Choice of Dressing—
v.
Featured SandwichesOLD KENTUCKY HOT BROWNA favorite all over the nation. Delicious turkey breast and sliced
S3.50 tomato served on toast points, covered with a delicious cheery
white sauce, sprinkled with parmesan cheese and broiled bubbly
hot Topped with bacon strips.
$4.95 REUBEN SANDWICH
Corned beef topped with sauerkraut and swiss cheese on Rye
Broad, grilled to perfection.$295
PAUL BUNYON BURGERA huge 8 oz portion served on a toasted sesame bun with hash
35.95 
browned potatoes, onion and kosher dill.
FISH SANDWICH$3.75 
Golden fried fish Met, served on a toasted bun with coleslaw
and french fried potatoes
$4.95
Salads a la Carte$3 75 Creamy cottage cheese w/fruit $75 Colo SlawSliced Tomatoes 3.65 halo Salad
Julienne SaladCrimp Lettuce. Topped with Turkey, Ham & Swiss Cheese,
S6.75 
Hard Cooked Eggs, Tomato Wedges, Choice of Dressing
$3 75
Desserts
Home baked Apple Pi*
Alamod•
Pie Du Jour













SWIM, lat CAW.01' W WW0•4•01E, .•011, 011111014Ak Pecolim
S2 75
$2.50
$2.25
$2.25
$50
$ 50
$2.75
3.10
3.30
3.35
3.35
$ 35
